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Integrated Melodyne Pitch Correction 

Multitrack Comping • Transient 

Detection and editing with Groove 

Templates • Multitrack MIDI editing 

OpenAIR Convolution Reverb 

Over 100 other new features 

Maybe its time 2 change DAWs. 

Download a tree demo today. 
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16 Focusrite pres. 8 Focusrite compressors. The power to capture it all. 

We all aim to capture everything cleanly and reliably, with a tight grip on dynamics. To do this we need the right tools. 

With a total of 16 ultra- clean Focusrite preamps and eight VCA-based compressors derived from the famous Red 3, 

this duo will deliver. The Focusrite Dynamic Duo - powered to capture your creativity! 

alga 

TAPE OP 

"I think adding both the Focusrite Saffire PRO 40 and OctoPre Mk1lDynamic 

is the fastest and most cost-effective way to turn your project studio into a full, 

"ready for anything" multi-track facility." 

Barry Rudolph - Recording Engineer / Producer / Journalist 

The Focusrite OctoPre Mk1lDynamic is quite possibly the best bargain in 

8-channel preamps currently available. I will enthusiastically recommend the 

MkIlDynamic to any of my self- recording brethren." 

Strother Bullins - Editor, Pro Audio Review 

"Because of their overall sound quality, performance, and economy,lcan easily 

recommend them if their features meet your needs. In fact, t would buy either 

of these units for the preamps alone." 

Joseph Lemmer - Reviewer, Tape Op 
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For more information: (310) 322-5500 

Saf fire PRO 40 

- Y.-
OctoPre Mk11 DYNAMIC 

Saffire PRO 40 

• Eight high quality award-winning Focusiite preamps 

• High quality 24-bit/96kHz FireWire interface 

• Total I/O count of 20 inputs and 20 outputs 

• Suite of Focusrite VST/AU plug- ins 

• Two separate headphone buses 

• Two Hi-Z instrument inputs 

• Saffire MixControl ultra- low- latency DSP mixer/router 

OctoPre Mk11 DYNAMIC 

• Eight award-winning Focusrite preamps 

• Eight single- dial' Focusrite compressors 

• Compress transparently or with effect 

• Built-in eight channel 24 bit / 96KHz A-D and D-A 

• State-of-the-art clocking 

• Two high-quality instrument inputs 

Focusrite 
www.focusrite.com/dynamic SOUND IS EVERYTHING 
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Avid Pro Tools 10 
The latest version of the industry-standard recording 
software adds over 50 new features and enhancements, 
for unprecedented performance in your studio! 

elysia xpressor 
Impeccable Class A circuitry plus built-in parallel compression, for maximum stereo dynamics control! 

Need more than 
just recording gear? 
Call Sweetwater for all your live 
sound and musical instrument needs! 

Moog — The Ladder 
The legendary sound of Bob 
Moog's original ladder filter, In 
the convenient 500 Series format' 

Shure Beta 181 Stereo Set 
Innovative side- address small-diaphragm microphones with 
interchangeable capsules for maximum recording versatility! 

e COVER»! 

e FREE 
SHIPPING 

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE 

SweetCare 

FREE Warranty* 
We cover nearly every item 
for a minimum of two years. 

FREE Shipping 
Almost every piece of 
gear ships 100% free. 

FREE Tech Support 
"en www.sweetwater.com/support Get professional SweetCare support, 24/7. 

• Please note: Apple products are excluded from this warranty, and other restrictions may apply. Please visit www.sweetwater.com/warranty for complete details. 



:EXCLUSIVE! 

Toontrack EZdrummer 
Inject world-class drum 
tracks into your projects 
with a 1.5GB drum library 
and over 8,000 MIDI loops! 

NEW! 

Propellerhead Balance with 

Reason Essentials 
Compact audio interface with 
"Clip Safe- technology for no-clip 
recording, plus Reason Essentials 
production software! 

Focusrite Control 2802 
Combines a dual- layer analog console, a DAW 
control surface, and a 28-channel audio interface 
for incredible studio functionality! 

Music Instruments & Pro Audio 

Sonodyne SM 100AK 
A Kevlar woofer and an aluminum 
cabinet produce a stunningly detailed 
and accurate soundfield, with 
exceptional frequency response! 

PreSonus Studio One 2 Professional 
PreSonus's DAW software has taken the world 
by storm, and v2 adds built-in pitch correction 
with Celemony's Melodyne! 

o KOMPLETE 8 
ULTIMATE! 

A Better Way 
to Buy Guitars 

"GU i tâfwater (800) 222-4700 Gallery 
Sweetwatencom Sweetwatencom/guitargallery 

Native Instruments 

Komplete S ultimate 
Over 240GB of world-
class content — more 
instruments, sounds, and 
effects than ever before! 
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TWO SYSTEMS, 
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES. 
THE PUREST SOUND. THE CLEAREST SIGNAL. THE MOST CONTROL. 

PSM°900 and PSM°1000 Personal Monitor Systems are the first choice for premier events, professional installations 

and prestige tours. Offering legendary Shure audio quality, pristine RF signal with more channels on air and 

breakthrough automated features that vastly simplify setup and operation, these systems advance personal monitoring 

to the highest level. 

d Exceptional 
Audio Quality (eie Robust RF Performance 

Category- Leading 
sync Controls 

www. shure.com/americas 
0201! Shure I ncorporated 

LEGENDARY 

PER FORMANCE'" 



From the Editor 

THE IMPORTANCE OF CREW 

W
hen my younger daughter Jesse was in the fifth grade, her class at Thornhill El-
ementary in Oakland, Calif., put on an original musical based on Aesop's Fables. 

Two moms had written it, one directing the action, the other playing piano and 

coaching the singers. I was asked to be the Tech Parent. We put four mics on the 
stage, with two speakers on sticks and a simple Mackie board at the rear of the cafeteria; my daughter 

was to be lighting director, running her own board on a riser. At the final rehearsal, I reminded the 

backstage team to show up dressed all in black. 

On opening night, 1 surprised the four-member tech crew (stage manager, sound, lights, student 

director) with All Access laminates prepared by my art director and four headsets donated by the good 

folks at Clear-Corn, located down the street from the Mix offices in Emeryville. The kids were wide-
eyed and thrilled; suddenly, they were the stars. At one point, the lead missed a cue because he was 

playing with the stage manager's push-to-talk! Crew was cool. Later, back at home eating pizza, my 

daughter remarked, "You know, dad, the stars got all the applause, but they couldn't even do the play 

without us." I was dying inside, holding back my laughter; they learn so early. 

I was reminded of that story this month because of two pieces we have inside this Live Sound issue 

of Mix. The first involves our cover story on James Taylor, the return of "The Mix Interview." James, 
one of the real gentleman talents in our industry, is a true road warrior, with more than 40 years in 

buses and hotels and waking up in new towns and still loving it. The past two years, whether sharing 

the bill with Carole King, bringing up his son, Ben, or going it alone at Carnegie Hall, just might have 

been his most successful run in a long and successful career. When we asked him for the interview, his 
one condition was that we also talk to his crew. It seems that much of the appeal of the road to JT is the 

camaraderie of the people around him, the way all the parts mesh together to bring a total experience 

to the audience. So you'll find some words from his longtime monitor engineer, Rachel Adkins, who 

worked her way up through the ranks to become his anchor onstage; some more from Dave Morgan, 

his front-of-house engineer these past six years, who brought his sensibilities to that amazing acoustic 

guitar and velvet baritone voice; and even more from guitar tech Jon Prince, who used to climb up in 

the rigging and now keeps James' Olson and Telecaster guitars primed and ready. 

The second story involved the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus, now entering its r5th year on 

the road. 1 can recall its maiden voyage when it pulled into Ex'pression College for Digital Arts as a 

songwriter's bus, promoting the contest. Then I continued to see it over the years, each time seem-

ingly more impressive, with more sponsors, more technology, the addition of video and a few high-

profile, high-press appearances with celebrities at events like the Black Eyed Peas Tour and Coachella. 

But then when 1 sat down to talk with the principals, 1 found out how much the young engineers on 
The Bus really do behind the scenes, every day, in towns across the country, many of them under-

served communities. Waking up at dawn to greet a new bunch of kids, many of whom had never 
touched a musical instrument or computer. Completing a project a day, song or video. Chief engineer 

Jeff Sobel summed it up nicely when he said, "When people first come onboard, they are impressed 

by The Bus; but when they leave at the end of the day, all they can talk about is the crew." 
So engineers, producers and artists, please take a moment at the start of 2012 to turn around and 

thank your crew. The show doesn't go on without them. 

Tom Kenny 
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Avid 

A Gigantic Leap 
in Sound and Speed 

Introducing 

Pro Tools HDX 

and Pro Tools 10 software 

Music and audio post pros tell us that the right tools help drive their creativity, 

eliminate bottlenecks, and enable them to sound their best—faster. We heard you loud 

and clear. Introducing the blazing, DSP-accelerated Pro ToolsIHDX system and new 

Pro Tools 10 software. Because your dedication deserves the best. 

"Pro Tools 10 is going to be a game changer... 

you're going to be able to do things you've never been able to do before." 

—Will Files, sound designer, Skywalker Sound (Let Me In, The Smurfs, Cloverfield) 

"It's faster at getting the idea from my head to my workspace. 

Does that give me a competitive edge? Of course it does." 

—Tony Maserati, mixer/producer/engineer (Lady Gaga, Beyoncé, Alicia Keys) 

Get your free Pro Tools 10 trial: avid.com/protools 

s'Soeijâleuk, 



Webcast 
TALKBACK // TECHTICKER // BLOG UPDAT // INDUSTRY NEWS // POPMARK MEDIA 

Multi-Mic, Multi-Source 

Mixing for Live Events. 

On Demand at mixonline.com 

NEW NETWORKING 
STANDARD IN 
THE WORKS 
Addressing the need for interoperabil-

ity between products from many different 

manufacturers, X192—an audio network 

standard created by an AES standards task 

group chaired by Kevin Gross—will provide 

manufacturers with the means to remain 

with the network technology they are in-

vested in while also interfacing with prod-

ucts that support other networks. 

Current existing and work-in-prog-

ress protocols include the IEEE im vari-

ant of AVB, Dante, Livewire, Q-LAN and 

RAVENNA. With an "interoperability 

mode" built from existing protocols and 

compatible with existing network equip-

ment, system integrators and end-users 

will be able to select and interface the prod-

ucts that best meet their design goals with 

confidence that the X192-enabled devices 

work and play well together. By "interoper-

ability," Gross means the ability for devices 

operating under various proprietary Layer-3 

protocols to easily exchange audio data. 

QSC Audio Products, LLC and Telos 

Systems' Axia Audio division have become 

sponsoring members supporting Gross' 

work. Manufacturers and users of net-

worked audio products are recognizing the 

benefits of using Layer 3 network technol-

ogy and applying existing IP protocols such 

as IEEE 1588, RTP and DiffSery to the chal-

lenge of distributing high-channel-count, 

low-latency, uncompressed digital audio. 

Gross conceived and developed the 

CobraNet system for transport of real-time, 

high-quality audio over Ethernet networks. 

He is an active contributor to the AVB stan-

dards efforts and has helped QSC deploy 

Q-LAN. He holds several patents, has writ-

ten papers and articles, and presented on 

numerous A/V networking topics. In zoo6, 

he was awarded an AES Fellowship for his 

contributions to digital audio networking. 

Find out more at xi9z.org. 

I' IL 
'OMPILED BY SARAH BENZULY 

VAI TO RECEIVE LES PAUL AWARD 
On January 20, during the 2012 NAMM shov, 

guitarist/composer/producer Steve Vai will bc 

presented with the Les Paul Award at the 27th An-

nual Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards. Val 

began his professional music career working with 

Frank Zappa, with whom he toured and recorded 

before launching his solo career. He has recorded 

and toured with Public Image Ltd., Alcatrazz, Da-

vid Lee Roth and Whitesnake, and has worked with 

a variety of musicians including Joe Satriani, Joe 

Jackson, Janice Ian, Steve Lukather, Alice Cooper, 

Gerry Rafferty, The Yardbirds and Mary J. Blige. He 

has composed for and/or performed on original 

soundtracks for films such as Crossroads, Encino 

Man, Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey and PCU and 

Crazy, and videogames including Halo 2 and Gui-

tar Hero 3. His latest live album and DVD is Where 

the Wild Things Are. Additional credits include 

receiving honorary doctorates from Berklee Col-

lege of Music and Musician's Institute, founding 

the record label Favored Nations, and serving as a 

Trustee for the Recording Academy. He also works 

closely with Make a Noise Foundation. 

AES Tackles Digital Cinema 
The Audio Engineering Society has formed a pro-

visional committee to review audio reproduction 

for digital cinema and television. Spearheaded by 

Brian McCarty, managing director at Coral Sea 

Studios (Australia), the new AES Technical Com-

mittee on Sound for Digital Cinema & Television, 

AESTC-SDCTV, is planning a meeting in Los An-

geles in early 2012. To participate in this event or 

to join the AESTC-SDCTV committee, contact 

Brian McCarty (aes.org/technical/sdctv). 

"Our mission is to identify a consistent 

approach to controlling perceived loudness 

and frequency response from installation to 

installation, and from position to position 

within digital cinema installations worldwide," 

McCarty says. "And for this to be adopted 

as the formal reference for all contemporary 

dubbing stage recording and mixing activities, 

and ultimately as the unified method for film 

reproduction at home." 

LAWO ACQUIRES INNOVASON 
Console manufacturer Innovason's products and trademarks are now owned by Lawo AG following the 

company's acquisition of lnnovason's majority shareholding in April 2008. According to Marcel Babaza-

deh, lnnovason international sales director, "Our focus for the future is on the continued development 

of the Eclipse platform. The difference is that we will be able to pursue this development with more 

resources available to us than before." Following this move, Hervé de Caro is now product manager for 

Eclipse; Nicolas Gozdowsld will continue in his role as service engineer; and Benoit Quiniou in R&D. 
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"How did you get into game audio?" 
I started doing sound design as a child, recording my sister's voice and then editing it 

with razors I stole from my father, cutting the tape and putting it back together to change 

and reverse the phrases. I then found out that I could achieve better performances from 

talking through a tube or similar items to make it sound even stranger. At 16, I developed 

my first polyphonic sequencer using Pascal and Assembly (as a tool for composing music 

for a game that I was developing as a hobby). Some years later, I joined a band as a gui-

tarist and started exploring music creation even more. Then in my early 20s circa 1996, a 

programmer friend of mine told me to make some music for one of his indie-developed 

games and I made the music and the effects, which turned me to making game sounds 

again—and I never looked back. Now I own my own development company and a pub-

lishing label offering royalty-free game audio content. I think that it was always in me: 

I never left it even when playing guitar for a thrash-metal band, carrying seven effects 

pedals; the other bandmembers would laugh from the weird (and many times funny) 

sounds I made all the time. 

Panozk, Panozk.com 

Poetic License 
Michael Golub, a 30-year recording engineer in New York City, continues to provide us with the 
results of his audio muse. Enjoy! 

The Engineer 
In a dim-lit domain, a bethroned Captain 

Kirk / Probes his soul and his brain, alone in 

his work. / Faders at attention, LED's wink in 

space / They beg for invention 0 divine state 

of grace. / He moves with great deft, and aligns 

the foundation / Knobs turn right and left to 

define the sound nation. / Thunder doth grow 

in a Marshall's amp roar/ Drums strike a fierce 

blow like the hammer of Thor. / His hands 

do a dance, his phasers on stun / 0 greatest 

romance—damn this is fun! / The mix sancti-

fied, like a blended elixir / "1 am 1 cried" said the 

engineer mixer. / The whirring drives play like 

crimson & clover / The producer arrives saying, 

"Can we start over?" 

Top 20 Products of 2011 
Year one of the new decade offered up a slammin' set of new audio prod-

ucts sure to make any audio-head squeal with joy Check out my picks for 

the best products of 2011 based on their uniqueness, great feature sets 

and overall quality 

>hIomixonIine com/mixhloplcategory/techticke.-

Where's Eddie? 
Despite my best intentions to blog every week, I have been neck-

deep in audio geeky-ness. Here's a condensed version of what I've 

been working on. 

»blog,mixonline.coinkruxblokic.cilegoi y/ask_eddie 

SPARS Sound Bite 

WHY PARTICIPATE 

IN NAMM? 
By Kirk Imamura & Paul Christensen 

The National Association of Music Merchants 

produces two shows annually—the NAMM 

Show in Anaheim and Summer NAMM in Nash-

ville. This month, the NAMM Show will again 

take over the Anaheim Convention Center. The 

mission of NAMM, established in 1901, remains 

the same: "to strengthen the music products in-

dustry and promote the pleasures and benefits of 

making music." 

SPARS continues its participation by pre-

senting a SPARS Studio Summit in the H.O.T. 

Zone. This is the only major show related to our 

industry that takes place near Los Angeles. The 

gathering is huge by any stretch of the imagina-

tion. The audience is primarily music product 

dealers and hordes of musicians, even though, 

technically, the show is not open to the public. 

In 2011, the show drew 90,000-plus registered 

attendees (including more than Io,000 interna-

tional attendees) and more than 1,400 exhibitors. 

SPARS began participating at the NAMM Show 

when the H.O.T. Zone was first established in 

January zmo, believing that there is a great need 

for the intangible skills of mentoring and coach-

ing of musicians, artists and engineers. 

As NAMM has grown, so has the interest of 

pro audio manufacturers, who are finding that 

more and more musicians also record. Last year, 

pro audio participants filled an entire exhibit hall. 

In addition, the TEC Foundation for Excellence 

in Audio recently teamed up with NAMM to host 

the TEC Awards. 

SPARS will host a four-hour Studio Summit 

to examine the role of professional studios in the 

recording process. SPARS will be pairing studio 

operators with recognized artists, producers and 

engineers. Panelists will share rasp studies of 

recording sessions to highlight the thought pro-

cesses that went into decisions like room selec-

tion, recording setup and establishing a creative 

environment. We anticipate that these summits 

will become an annual event as we continue to 

explore how we can raise awareness on the value 

we can provide to musicians and artists. We 

welcome other pro audio service providers to 

join us in this discussion to put together a uni-

fied front to educate and mentor the musicians 

and engineers and producers who have joined 

our industry. 

mixonline.com \ I \ ! ii MD( 9 
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"Live guitars sound 
amazing with Royers 
on the cabinets - 
warm, natural, present 
and uncolored - and 
they stand out well in 
the mix. 

I use a mix of R- 101's 
and R-121 Lives with 
Maroon Five. The 
band loves the natural 
sound they get in their 
in-ear monitors.” 

Jim Ebdon 
FOH Engineer - Maroon 5. Matchbox 
Twenty, Aerosmith, Annie Lennox 

R-101 

u 
• \ 
I 
0 Royer Ribbons 
Y ' 818.847.0121 
E www.royerlabs.com 

Sound Works 
Collection Update 

Studio Unknown IJpd ate 

George Lucas is a master at it. Disney does 

it all the time. The major studios can't seem 

to get enough of it. We're talking about add-

ing bonus features and "never-before-seen" 

footage to DVD and Blu-ray discs. It's a 

big-time trend, and this month we talk to a 

boutique audio production studio that has 

created a niche for itself in mixing and edit-

ing these additions for some of the biggest 

and most well-known Hollywood produc-

tions. Be sure to check out the January wiz 

edition of PopMark Media's "Confessions of 

a Small Working Studio" for all the details. 

»mixonline.com/studio_unknown 

Cool Spin 
Miranda Lambert Four the Record 

(Sony Music) 

Gotta admit, 

I like Miranda 

Lambert's side 

project, The Pis-

tol Annies—the 

old-school, bad-

girl country trio 

she put together 

with Ashley Monroe and Angalena Pres-

ley—a little better than this record, but only 

a little. Lambert had huge success with her 

previous record, Revolution, and Four the 

Record is the latest stage in her evolution 

from raw singer/songwriter to established 

Country Star. So her productions have be-

come a lot more elaborate than the songs on 

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend, but each track is cool as 

can be. 

»mixonline.com/cool-spins 

On vacation in Los Angeles, Walter, the world's big-

gest Muppet fan, and his friends Gary (Jason Segel) 

and Mary (Amy Adams) from Smalltown, USA, dis-

cover the nefarious plan of oilman Tex Richman 

(Chris Cooper) to raze the Muppet Theater and 

drill for the oil recently discovered beneath the 

Muppets' former stomping grounds. To stage The 

Greatest Muppet Telethon Ever and raise the $10 
million needed to save the theater, Walter, Mary 

and Gary help Kermit reunite the Muppets, who 

have all gone their separate ways. In this Sound-

Works Collection exclusive, we talk with director 

James Bobin, film editor James Thomas, supervising 

sound editors Kami Asgar and Sean McCormack, 

and sound re-recording mixer Kevin O'Connell. 

»mixonline.com/post/features/video_sound-

works_collection 

FREE: 
Webcasts on Demand 

• Multi-Mic, Multi-Source Mixing for Live Events 
Sponsored by Lectrosonics 

• Mixing the Band With Universal Audio's UAD-2 
Satellite and the UAD Powered Plug-Ins Library 
Sponsored by Universal Audio 

• Recording and Mixing Techniques for Vocal 
Recording 
Sponsored by Shure 

• Multiformat Mixing on a Workstation: 
Optimizing Your Windows 7 DAW for Audio 
Production 
Sponsored by Dell 

• Digital Converters for Today's Studio 
Sponsored by Lynx 

• Wireless Theater: Optimizing Systems for Vocal 

Clarity 
Sponsored by Lectrosonics 

»mixonline.com/webcasts 
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Professional Mixers 

Come From Professional Manufacturers 

Yamaha Commercial Audio makes commercial audio equipment — 

plain and simple. Not watercraft, not motorcycles, not DJ mixers. 

We design high caliber consoles for high caliber usage. Take for example 

the world-famous M7CL Digital Mixing Console. With a single layer control 

surface, touch screen, Centralogic' functionality, VCM effects, 3 MY-card 

slots for diverse network compatibility, StageMix for iPad , and so much 

more, we make the sort of stuff serious mixers require, 

leaving the amateur stuff to those other guys. 

40 years of experience in the mixer business, 25 of those being in 

the digital realm, means we know our stuff. Not only does that experience 

embody quality products, it also demonstrates quality service and 

training. As the originators of noteworthy educational based training 

courses, we take pride in educating others first and educating them best. 

For a full line-up of commercial audio gear, visit www.yamahaca.com. 

DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE 

M7CL 
VERSION 3.5 

OYAMAHA 

C#D 
cornmer-c•al audio 

Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems, Inc. • P 0. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90620-6600 • ©2012 Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems, Inc. 

*Apple, the Apple laga, and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
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Full Sail Studios 

FULL SAIL 
UNIVERSITY. 

Winter Park, FL 

800.226.7625 • 3300 University Boulevard 

Financial aid available to those who quality • Career development assistance 

Accredited University. ACCSC 

Recording Arts 
Bachelor's Degree Program 

Campus 

Music Production 
Bachelor's Degree Program 

Online 

Campus Degrees 
Master's 

Entertainment Business 

Game Design 

Bachelor's 

Computer Animation 

Digital Arts & Design 

Entertainment Business 

Film 

Game Art 

Game Development 

Music Business 

Recording Arts 

Show Production 

Web Design & Development 

Associate's 

Graphic Design 

Recording Engineering 

Music Business 
Bachelor's Degree Program 

Campus & Online 

Entertainment Business 
Bachelor's & Master's Degree Programs 

Campas & Online 

Online Degrees 
Master's 

Creative Writing 

Education Media Design & Technology 

Entertainment Business 

Internet Marketing 

Media Design 

New Media Journalism 

Bachelor's 

Computer Animation 

Creative Writing for Entertainment 

Digital Cinematography 

Entertainment Business 

Game Art 

Game Design 

Graphic Design 

Internet Marketing 

Mobile Development 

Music Business 

Music Production 

Sports Marketing & Media 

Web Design & Development 
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DRAKE 
Record-Making on the Go 

By Sarah Benzuly 

D
rake may be the hardest-working artist 
in the hip-hop and R&B world. Three 

weeks after his zoio Thank Me Later 

release, the artist and his longtime pro-

ducer, Noah "4o" Shebib, began production for what 

would become the zon album Take Care, released 

late November and debuting at Number i on the 

Billboard 200. In between tour dates, appearances 

at the MTV Awards. BET Weekend and other pro-

motional jaunts, Drake would lay down 

tracks on the bus and in hotel rooms to 

the producer's Mbox-based mobile rig. 

"We have a plethora of interfaces, 

including a family of every Mbox five times over, 

tons of laptops," Shebib says. "It's grab a computer, 

grab an interface, plug in a mic and get going. When 

I'm on the road with Drake, 1 have a little rackmount 

on wheels that has an Omni HD interface in it and a 

Neve 1.773 strip and a one-unit Magma chassis with 

a Native card. 1 plug this into my laptop wherever 1 

go. This rig is pretty serious business when you're in 

a hotel room." 

From planes to trains to automobiles, when 

Drake has an idea for a song, the two whip out the 

mobile rig and record right there and then. When 

Drake's schedule permits, they also stop in at local 

studios to flesh out tracks. For example, at L.A.'s 
Marvin's Room or Toronto's MetalWorks, Shebib 

would plug his HD cards into his laptop via the 

Magma chassis, rip out the studio's DiGiLink cables 

in the back of their computers and plug them into 

his cards. "My laptops all come up right on the 

[studio's] console and that gives me free rein over 

the entire studio," he explains, "and it gives me 
mo-percent transparency and consistency when 1 

walk back into the hotel rooms. So if someone says, 

'Hey, can you tweak that one little thing?' it's really 

mixon I ne.com I \ \ k). 21112 MIX 13 



easy for me to do it with a pair of 

headphones." 

This portability also proved 

useful for the many guest art-

ists on the album, in that Shebib 

could walk into the session with 

any of the artists and record 

straight to his rig. Even when the 

record neared completion and 

schedules with those guest art-

ists conflicted with Drake and 

Shebib's, those artists' engineers 

could simply e-mail Shebib the 

take and he would then fly it into 

his Pro Tools session. 

But front and center on the 

album is Drake. As this is more of 

an R&B-oriented outing—as opposed to being 

rap-heavy—Shebib kept Drake's vocals bright 

and clean and chose a Neumann mic through 

a Io73. "MetalWorks has a nice set of io73s, 

originals," Shebib says. "They must have about 

30 of them. 1 get my fair pick of the healthiest 

one on any given day and that makes me pretty 

happy." Shebib also places an LA-2 compressor 

before Drake's vocal, but touches it very lightly. 

For ambient noise and strings, Shebib uses stock 

Avid instruments, including Xpand, Structure 

and Hybrid. "I do a lot of processing, so every 

sound I pull up I hit with a pretty big chain of 

plug-ins," Shebib says. "I sculpted most of those 
sounds out of that and kept it really simple." 

The album's 17 songs, two interludes and 

two bonus tracks proved to be a full plate for 

Shebib to mix, so he brought in some tried-and-

true production help in the final stages, includ-
ing assistant Noel Cadastre and Ruben Rivera 

from LA, whom Shebib had met when work-

ing with Dr. Dre. "Ruben flew out to Toronto 

UNER NOTES 
Engineers: Derek 
"MixedByAll" Mi, 

Michael "Banger" Ca-
dahia, Noel Cadastre, 
Ariel Chobaz, John 
Holmes, Brent Kola-
talo, Carlo "Illangelo" 

Montagnese, 
Ruben Rivera 

Mixers: Noe 
Campbell, 

Andrew 

Maste 
Chris Ge 

1 "Gadget" 
Just Blaze, 
Wright 

ring: 
hringer 

Executive producer 
Noah "40" Shebib has 

worked with Drake 
since the artist's debut. 

and spent six weeks with us [at 

MetalWorks]," Shebib says. "That 

was during the mixing process. 

Drake was continuing to record 

so I brought Ruben in so that I 

had someone to track him full 

time and 1 could hide in a different 

room and mix." For consistency's 

sake, it's fortunate that Rivera had 

worked with Drake before and so 

was aware of how the artist likes 

to record, the signal chain, etc. 

"It's hip-hop: We're talking about 

one input, one mic," says Shebib. 

"It's not the most challenging job 

in the world to track a rapper, 

but the one thing that you need 

to be is extremely fast on Pro Tools because the 

caliber of artist that Drake is, he doesn't have the 

patience for wasting time. If he wants you to fly 

eight bars and put a chorus after that, he expects 

it done near-instantaneously." 

Shebib also brought in mixer Noel "Gadget" 

Campbell so that he could focus on the overall 

production and sound during the last month. "I 

knew 1 wanted the mixes to have a huge bottom 

end and I wanted it to have his vocal sit on top," 

Shebib ansaysswers. "We kept it very clean and 

straightforward so you can hear what he's saying." 

Final mixes were handed off to mastering 

engineer Chris Gehringer at New York City's 

Sterling Sound, with instructions to keep 

Drake front and center, "as well as not losing 

too much of the low end because Campbell 

and I really pushed the low end on this record. 

He gave me back exactly what we wanted, and 

I feel like when you listen to it in a car or at 

home or with headphones or on a laptop, it's 

magical each way." 

RELIVING 
THE DEAD 
The Grateful Dead's Europe 1972 tour is legend among 

Deadheads, in no small part because it spawned four 

prior releases, including Europe 72 and Steppin' Out. 

This year, Dead archivist David Lemieux spearheaded a 

73-CD box set of the entire tour. All 7,200 sets sold out, 

and each show has been released individually. A three-

person team made it happen. 

Jamie Howarth transferred the original 16-track 

masters, using a bias oscillator to remove wow and flut-

ter. "Plangent Processes transferred at 24/96 using our 

process to track the original tape machines' bias oscil-

lator, using the bias as a clock source," says Howarth. 

"Bias is applied in the original recording by a preci-

sion oscillator that is much more stable than the tape 

transport. We basically pitch-correct very quickly and 

remove the wow and flutter of the original machine." 

Jeffrey Norman at Mockingbird Mastering in 

Petaluma, Calif., mixed the entire run. Keeping his ears 

fresh during the process was a challenge. "I had five 

months to mix a project of about 400 songs," recalls 

Norman. "The challenge was how to mix so many 

songs and do a good job. The basic sound was right 

from the stage. 1 didn't monitor too loudly and I took 

breaks. I got a basic template that would work for each 

show. 1 had to average five or six songs a day so it was a 

little rougher approach than Steppin' Out." 

Norman brought in David Glasser at Airshow 

Mastering in Boulder, Colo., to master. "Before we got 

started, David Lemieux said to be familiar with the 

other releases," says Glasser. "This is its own thing. lt's 

a lot live-r sound, 1 think, a less-processed sound. The 

performances had a lot of consistency in the playing 

and tones of the instruments through the whole tour." 

—Candace Horgan 
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10 MHz Rubidium 

Atomic Audio Clock 
Atomic accuracy. Imperceptible aging. And the lowest phase noise obtainable from 
a rubidium clock. Introducing PERF10, an atomic clock crafted specifically for the 

requirements of professional studios and demanding audiophiles. 

Unlike rubidium clocks designed around cheap AT-cut crystal oscillators, the PERF10's 

rubidium clock starts with an oven-stabilized, 3rd overtone, varactor tuned SC-cut crystal 
oscillator designed and manufactured by Stanford Research Systems. So the PERF10 

offers you both the accuracy and stability associated with rubidium clocks as well as 

phase noise previously unobtainable from rubidium — phase noise that's up to 30 dB 

better at 10 Hz off carrier than a competing "Swiss-made" rubidium clock. 

So don't compromise with the quality of your clock source. When you're ready for 

perfection give us a call and try out the PEIV10. 
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Atomic stability and accuracy 

• ±0.05 ppb accuracy 

• 10 year aging less than 5 ppb 

• Ultra-low phase noise (<- 150 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz) 

• Eight 10MHz, 750 outputs 

• Compatible with any device that accepts a 10 MHz reference input 

• Optional 12 VDC redundant power input with automatic switchover 

41SRS Stanford Research Systems 
Phone: 408-744-9040 www.thinkSRS.com 
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> News and Notes 

BRIAN TARQUIN LAUNCHES 
TVFILMTRAX.COM 
Ernmy Award-winning guitarist/composer Brian Tarquin parlayed more than 

zo years of experience in producing original music for libraries such as FirstCom, 

Megatrax, Sonoton and 5th Floor Music (ABC-TV) into creating TVFilmTrax.com, 

his new online production music library offering downloadable tracks to media pro-

fessionals for licensing. The catalog includes a variety of contemporary genres, plus 

Tarquin's Classic Rock series of cover tunes (Led Zeppelin, ZZ Top, Eric Clapton) and 

Guitar Masters series featuring the likes of Jeff Beck, Joe Satriani, Steve Val and more. 

TVFilmTrax.com uses the Soundminer audio search engine to facilitate 

quick, efficient searches that accommodate a broad range of terms. "What's 

wonderful about broadcasters is that they're constantly looking for new music 

because they always have new productions," Tarquin says. "I thought the whole 

scenario of an iTunes for the 'TV/film industry would work out quite well." 

—Matt Gallagher 

B TOWN 
EXPANDS 
Burlington, Ontario-based B 

Town Sound (btownsound. 

ca) recently hosted an expan-

sion party to celebrate its Stu-

dios B and C rehearsal spaces 

coming online. The Hamil-

ton Music Awards-winning 

studio (Best Recording Studio of the Year; also nominated this year) caters to 

small and large ensembles—both local and international—and is owned by en-

gineer/producer Justin Koop. Studio B (pictured) is producer Gianni Lurninati's 

audio/visual lab, where he creates video compositions for artists like Walk off 

the Earth and Sarah Blackwood. The room is also used for all the mixing and 

editing. It has a Pro ToolsIHD2 system, Universal Audio and API mic pre's, a Dis-

tressor and Chameleon Labs compressors. The fully floated room was designed 

and built by Koop. Studio C includes three multipurpose rooms for teaching, 

songwriting, recording and editing, and is open for rent on a daily or monthly 

basis to interns and recordings on a budget. 

Etitai Thorp, ;: i,f 

audio oi,moL:, 

—Sarah Benzuly 
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Jeff Beck Joe :-
Zakk Wykle 

billy „Sheehan John Pal 
Stank v Clarke Stev 

an Ta oj u illtew space for Junglenneemn-Studios 

features a 32-channel Trident 'Minix analog console. 

ARE YOU IN THE LOOP? 
Coming off of the re-

cent Linkin Park tour as 

programming/playback 

engineer/keyboard tech, 

Dylan Ely announces 

the opening of his new 

studio, The Loop Stu-

dios (Corpus Christi, 

Texas). Ely and his wife, 

Michelle, co-designed 

and built the space with 

consulting from studio designer Frank Comentale. The facility is centered on a 

Pro ToolsIHD5 system with Genelec 8050 5.1 surround monitoring, a plethora of 

outboard goodies, amps and instruments. 

"The whole facility was built out of necessity for a space to work," Ely 

explains. "So rather than just do a small mix room, we built a full tracking, mix-

ing and production space. The goal of the studio is to help keep the local artist/ 

talent here rather than them having to go to Austin, Houston or even Nashville 

in search of a high-end facility and experienced engineers with credentials." 

—Sarah Benzuly 

TURNER TURNS TO LAWO 
'ruiner Studios, the broadcast production division of Turner Entertainment Group, has taken 

delivery of a second Lawo mc290 production console in its Audio Control Room 21 (ACR2i), han-

dling live sports studio shows and sports integration. The desk is configured with 48 channel fad-

ers, 16 central faders, 256 channels of AES I/0, 48 analog ins and 64 analog outs. The console's core 

is tied to a Nova 73 HD MADI router with 192 channels of MADI 1/0 using fail-over redundant 

connections. For this project, the Lawo Nova 73 HD was expanded to 40 MADI I/O ports, provid-

ing access to eight sound stage/studios and other shared resources such as a 64-channel I/O Pro 

ToolsIHD system and the other four Audio Control Rooms. The 8,000x8,000 Nova 73 HD router 

is configured for approximately 1,300 signals in and r,O0o signals out. —Sarah Benzuly 
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Great Audio begins with Audix. 
Ask anyone who owns one. 
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> Lennon Educational Tour Bus 

BRINGING MUSIC 
TO THE PEOPLE 
15 Years Onboard the 
John Lennon Educational Tour Bus 

By Tom Kenny 

I
s is unquestionably one of the most demanding jobs in audio, requiring 

sldll set that spans songwriting, musicianship, studio production, live 

sound, video production/post, 1T and distribution. Ten months on the 

oad, each day a new town, each day a new project from start to finish. It 
might be songwriting, it might be recording a band, it might be a documentary 

video. You never really know. The talent might be 13 years old and never have 

touched a musical instrument, or they might be in high school and in a band. 

They might just be in for a tour to learn about careers. Whatever the case, to be 

an engineer on the John Lennon Educational Tour Bus. requires a ridiculously 

wide technical skill set, but perhaps more importantly a flexible interpersonal 

dynamic that can move fluidly between wide-eyed teenagers, high-level record-

ing artists, corporate sponsors and a middle school principal who is knocking on 

the door at 7 a.m. ready for the meet and greet. 

While it may be the most demanding job a young recording school graduate 

can take on, it may also be the most rewarding. 

"1 can't say enough about the engineers we have on the bus," says JLETB 

executive director Brian Rothschild, who founded the concept back in 1998 

with Yoko Ono. "The spirit of the bus lives in the engineers onboard, and it's 

sometimes difficult to find the right people. You can be a great audio engineer or 

a great songwriter/musician, but if you don't have the ability to work with kids 

each day, if you're not a flexible personality..." 

"When the bus rolls up, everyone is impressed by the technology, by the bus 

itself," adds chief engineer Jeff Sobel, who started a three-year run aboard the 

Ozief engineer Jeff Solel (seated se 
-ffiun left) and execute cli5"*tor Br( 
Rothschild (left of Viiko Clifewith the 
Lennon Bus crew •à_r_ \, 

Photos: Courtesy of John Lennon Educational Tour Bi 

original vehicle in January zooz and continues leading the engineering team to 

this day. "But by the time we leave a location, all we hear about is how great the 

crew was. When you find the right people, you hold onto them." 

This month at NAMM, the JLETB kicks off its i5th year of continuous 

operation, and its mission of bringing practical arts and technology-based 

curriculum to often-underserved communities has evolved 

considerably. Originally, the idea put forth by Rothschild and 

artist manager David Sonenberg was simply a songwriting 

contest with Lennon's name attached. The bus was meant to 

be a five- to six-month promotional vehicle; it soon became 

something more. 

"We were coming up with ideas of how to market the song-
writing contest," Rothschild recalls. "Someone suggested adver-

tising on the sides of buses, and it got me thinking, 'Well, what's 

inside the bus?' 1 thought it might be cool to have a studio on 

wheels to travel the country and support young songwriters. 

Of course, once it pulled up to my office here in New York, I 

think it was 4:3o in the morning, and 1 jumped on, it just looked 

amazing to me. And I started to see the possibilities." 

The first real gig turned out to be pretty big. Wyclef Jean 

and Joan Osborne came onboard for a Good Morning America 

appearance in New York to write, record and perform an 

original song in a two-hour window, live. Some high school 

students were onboard that day, and soon after, calls started 

flooding in from school districts and organizations around the 

18 MD( IANUARY 2012 I mixonline.com 



PowerPreTM 

100°/0 discreet mic 

preamp with a transformer 

coupled output. Three 
position voicing switch lets 

you add breath for added 
clarity, clinical purity when 

needed or extra beef 

I #14 when the track has to 
stand out 

X-Amplm 
Class-A reamper 

equipped with two 

transformer isolated 

outputs to stop hum 

and buzz from entenng 
the system The X-Amp 

is the magic tool that 

lets you achieve 

astonishing results. 

Komit" 
The Kant combines old 

school diode bndge 

limiting with the very 
latest in VCA compres-

sion Auto tracking for 

slow, medium and fast 

transient response 

makes getting great 

compression easy. 

JDXTM 
Tap the signal right 

from your amp for fat 

tones reminiscent of a 
half- stack Plexi and 

get the consistency of 

direct patching every 

time Works equally 

well on bass and guitar 

PhazeQTM 
Like adjusting the focus 

on a pair of binoculars, 

the PhazeQ lets you 

combine any two tracks 

and bring them into sonic 

phase Think of it as 

moving your mics around 

the room by simply 

turning a dial 

JDV-PreTM 
Combination class-A 
feed-forward instrument 

preamp and direct box 

designed to deliver the 

absolute purity of the 

instrument without 

coloration, hype or 

sonic extension 

There is no equal 

EXTC" 
Guitar effects routing 

system lets you add 

excitement, spice and 

creative spark to any 

recording by combining 

lo-Z tracks with hi-Z guitar 

effects pedals Front 

panel send and return 

patch points make it easy! 

The Workhorse... 
Works with the old Advances the new 

.11.,oavadabic n ink only• 

Workstation Interface 

Pie Workhorse is the peifea analog 
interface for your workstation. Create the 
ideal channel strip by selecting «nodules and freding them 
together then audition the mix without latency with your 
nearfield monitors or via the dual headphone outputs. 

Live Recording 

nr 
iiiiiiii ttt ttttt 

Plug in 8 Radial PowerPre mie preamps and use the 
rear-panel D-subs to feed your recorder Use the XLR outs to 
feed the PA and the stereo mix buss for headphones and in-ear 
monitors. Gang two or more Workhorses together for live 
24-track recording. 

Analog Summing 

am.+. 

Prcier analog summing over digital? 
lhe Workhorse is equipped with a high 
performance analog summing mixer that lets you combine 
tracks without digital artifact. And with Jensen - transformer 
outputs, adding warmth to your mix has never been easier! 

*Also available separately as the Workhorse 

WR8 Rack and the WM8 Summing Mixer. 

Visit www.radialeng.com for more info. 

Today, recording 
is all about capturing creativity and creating new sounds that will 
make a great song stand out. The Workhorse' is a creative tool 
designed to do just that. 

Unlike previous 500 series racks that only let you route signals using a 
patch cable, the Workhorse' opens the door to unlimited possibili-
ties.You can route in series, in parallel, split signals and record direct 
all at the same time. Add unique modules like the Radial EXTC" or 
X-Amp" to bring in guitar pedals or send tracks back through amps 

or effects. Let your imagination flow. 

The Workhorse" features eight slots with a built-in 8-channel 

summing mixer.You can use any standard 500 series module such as 
those made by API® or Neve' and with full D-sub connectivity, you 
are ProTools® ready. Easily fly tracks to and from the Workhorse for 
the warmth and character of old-school transformer coupled analog. 

And with a stack of new Radial modules to choose from, you can add 
even more character to your sonic landscape! 

The Radial Workhorse" - advancing analog audio to new heights. 

...power tools for power players 

View the Workhorse Video at 
www rad4leng romfre-workhorse.htm 

l"Toctiol 

TV 
•••0•513- 1•. 

www.radialeng.com 
1588 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5M5 tel 604-942-1001 email: info@radialeng.com 



> Lennon Educational Tour Bus 

country asking how they might arrange a visit. It 

wasn't lost on Rothschild that the launch of the 

bus was coinciding with a drop in finding for arts 

programs nationwide. By year two, he had applied 

for nonprofit status, added an educational mission 

to the songwriting push and rewrapped the bus to 

reflect the change. 

In January zooz, Jeff Sobel was graduating from 

a sound arts program when a placement direc-

tor tipped him off to an opportunity to travel the 

country and give back to kids. He went to NAMM, 

worked the week, met the crew and signed on. He 

stayed aboard for three years. 

At the time, the JLETB was PC-based with a 

digital console, DA-88s for recording 

and space-hogging outboard racks. 

About 18 months into his tenure, 

Apple came onboard as a sponsor 

("That was huge," says Rothschild) 

and Avid donated Pro Tools systems, 

so Sobel was given the opportuni-

ty to do a "soft" remodel/retrofit to 

reflect the new workflow. The out-

board racks were taken out, worksta-

tions rearranged and the configura-

tion revamped to allow for more of 

a recording space in the rear, with 
more isolation; he was assisted by Tay 

Hoyle of Taytrix. 

For zoo8, Sobel and Rothschild 

got the opportunity to rebuild from 

the wheels up with a brand-new 

45-foot vehicle, along with a few 

additional sponsors that took the bus to the next 

level: video, specifically HD robotic and XDCAM 

EX cameras provided by Sony, along with the 

Reflecmedia Chromatte system for green-screen 

production, and Litepanels' professional lighting. 

The team had dabbled in video previously, but now 

it became part of the storytelling process. "I'm a big 

fan and proponent of having kids use technology to 

express themselves, to tell a story," Rothschild says. 

"When I was a kid, audio and video were separate 

disciplines, but young people today don't have that 

separation. Increasingly, to be able to compete 

today, you have to have lots of skills, and it's innate 

in the kids we see today. Many of the kids who walk 

Bootsy Collins, in top hat, 
surrounded by students in 
Texas 

on the bus know things that they don't even know 

they know!" 

Then at NAMM 2010, Avid boosted its spon-

sorship in a huge way, offering audio and video 

editing systems and interfaces. Other major spon-

sors include Montblanc, Neutrik, Gibson, Audio-

Technica, SAE Institute, Roland, Apogee, Mackie 

and Disc Makers. New for 2012 is Newtek, which 

is providing the Tricaster for Web streaming, 

with satellite-uplink technology contributed by 

Todocast. "Our sponsors have been fantastic," says 

Rothschild. "Yes, they benefit from the marketing, 

but we seem to attract companies that completely 

buy into the mission. They go all-in." 

The bus has also attracted its share of celebrities 

who want to give back, including the Black Eyed Peas 

and Fergie, who each have done portions of their 

albums on the bus; they began, Rothschild is quick 

to point out, long before they hit it big, working 

with kids whenever the bus carne through LA The 

bus has hosted John Legend, Natasha Bedingfield 

and, most recently, Bootsy Collins for five stops in 

Texas. He will headline a special concert this year at 

NAMM. It also makes stops at Bonnaroo, Coachella, 

NAB, CMJ, the Warped Tour and countless universi-

ties and schools across the country. While the expo-

sure is nice and it leads to press opportunities, all 

involved seem to get a bigger kick out of pulling into 

a middle school in Birmingham or Camden. 

"We try to do our best over the course of any year 

to serve all kinds of demographics, across all areas of 

the country," concludes Rothschild. "In the broad-

est stroke, we are providing opportunities to young 

people, and some of the things we've done that l'm 

most proud of are sessions in severely underserved 

communities, where the kids walk on 

with no experience and no exposure to 

music or technology. By the end of the 

day, they've tapped into their own cre-

ativity and worked together to produce 

something original, something they 

can be proud of" 

For the engineers, who Rothschild 

has dubbed "rock stars and roadies, all 

in one," each day brings a new oppor-

tunity, a new group, a new project, 

start to finish. They speak the lan-

guage of collaboration and they teach 

kids what can be done when they put 

their minds to telling a good story. It's 

a mission that drives Sobel, who says, 

"I like the idea that we get these kids 

into an environment where they suc-

ceed because there is no time to fail." 
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DEREK TRUCKS AND SUSAN TEDESCHI 
Couple Adds Live Album to Extensive Repertoire 

By Candace Horgan 

A
lthough they have shared the stage 
together numerous times during 

the course of their Io-year marriage, 

last year marked the first time that 

guitar wizards Derek Trucks and Susan Tedeschi 

recorded an album together, Revelator. They as-

sembled the TI-piece Tedeschi Trucks Band for 

the project and hit the road in the spring; in Oc-

tober, over the course of 21 days and 14 shows, 

they recorded material for their first live album. 

Engineering the show are Marty Wall at front of 

house and Bobby Tis at monitors. Mix caught up 

with them at Denver's The Fillmore in November, 

where they relied on rental gear, including Midas 

analog boards. We spoke with them about the pro-

cess for the live recording dates, where they were 

manning 54 inputs. 

"Our input list was two pages long," says Wall 

with a laugh, who has been with Trucks since 1998, 

doing everything from mixing to driving the RV. 

For those gigs, he manned a DiGiCo D. "They 

sound fantastic," he says. "Once you get to use 

them, they are very friendly. The EQs are some of 

the best out there." Wall also used Purple Audio 

1176s on Trucks' guitar and Tedeschi's vocals. 

"lt was pretty 

insane," adds Tis, 

a 10-year veteran of 

sound engineering. 

"Normally, we just do 

close-miking of drums and single mics on the 

kicks and snare for the live stuff. When we were 

doing the recording run, we were able to expand 

upon that: [mike] bottom snares, dual kick drum 

mildng, extra guitar lines, extra room lines. [On] 

both kick drums, we had a 421 kind of deep 

inside and a D-12 in the resonant head to give 

it that 'oomph.' We were using SMS7s top and 

bottom of the snare; I love 57s for that. We had 

451s on the hi-hats, Neumann KM184s on the 

overheads and E-V 635As, these old dynamic 

omni capsule mics that we were using, under the 

rides. Really, they became sort of an interesting, 
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> Derek Trucks and Susan Tedeschi 

• 

Motown-y kit sound because of 

the omni capsule under the ride. 

We had some Sennheiser clip-

on-style 904s on all the toms." 

Tis worked on a DiGiCo SD8, 

employing multiband compres-

sors on his house monitor mix. 

"It's got that great clarity of an 

analog preamp, even though you 

are working on a digital surface." 

Adds Wall: "I like compression, 

especially once 1 started using digi-

tal consoles." Concurs Tis: "With 

an Li-piece band, compression 

becomes important because you 

kind of have to hold things in the 

right place. Then again, it's live and 

you don't want to take away from 

the dynamics, so it's kid gloves 

with the compressors." 

For the recording of the live 

album, Tis' old company, SK Systems on Long 

Island, provided the DiGiCo consoles and moni-

tor setup. Sonic Circus of Vermont outfitted 

them with a high-end rack of preamps from 

Millennia, API, Rupert Neve Designs and Brent 

Averill Engineering. 

"We were getting some great analog sounds 

oreo me o 

7:: • 

derek truck.. 

Watch of video of 
the making of the 
Revelator album. 
rrbconlIne Corn/ 
january:2012. 

BAND MIES 
Bass Guitar: Pre go-

ing through a Brent 

Averill Engineering 

DME Also take it 

direct out of the 

head as an opposed 

signal and through 

an SM7 mic on the 

bass cabinet. 

Keyboard: 41.4s on 

top of the Leslie, 

421s on bottom, 

Radial Dis, 609 on 

Clavinet 

Guitars: Amps take 

SM57 and KSM27 

Horns: 421s 

Vocals: Tedeschi on 

Telefunken M80; ev-

eryone else on Beta 
58s and Beta 57s 

Front-of-house engineer Marty Wall 
(left) and monitor engineer Bobby Tis 

before we even got into our con-

soles," Tis says. "From our DiGiCo 

desk at monitors, we went MADI 

out to a JoeCo BBR64 MADI 

recorder. Over two pieces of BNC, 

we were able to do 64 tracks in 

both directions, which allows for 

virtual soundchecking and playing 

back the tracks for reference. It 

writes data at 8o MBPS over USB 

2, so it's not doing anything special. 

It seemed so terrifying to take a 

device out that was going to write 

over USB, but once we got it up 

and running, 1 was happy as hell, 

and it did not fail even once. We 

recorded at 48/24. In my opinion, 

24-bit is really where it's at. Sample 

rate is sample rate; we did 48 to be 

video-ready, but it was all about 

being 24-bit." 

In mixing the band, Wall went with the less-

is-more approach. "Having two drummers is 

interesting, and they are both lead so 1 can shade 

the drums to the left and right a little bit," he 

explains. "The keyboards are stereo, and guitars 

are panned out sometimes, but not always. In a 

room like tonight, once we get a bunch of people 

in here, it's going to be fine. I'll have some free-

dom. I want it to be loud and powerful, but not 

too powerful. It's really tasteful." 

Adds Tis about his monitor mixes, "The 

bandmembers tend to mix themselves. They're 

very dynamic. They're purists, and that's kind of 

where we're coming from. We're trying to repre-

sent them from an engineering standpoint and 

be purists as well." 

DANTE IN 
INTER-M GEAR 
inter-M, the South Korea-based P.A. and installed 

sound manufacturer, will begin collaborating with 

Audinate to produce a line of products that will fea-

ture Dante, the latter's patented media-networking 

technology. 

inter-M manufactures PA. systems, consoles, 

speakers, wireless systems and microphones that 

are in use throughout Korea in stadiums, perform-

ing arts centers and houses of worship. "We believe 

having Dante in our systems gives us a definite 

competitive advantage," says Wonho Lee, director 

of R&D at Inter-M. "We selected Dante because it 

provides us with an audio-over-1P solution today, 

and Audinate is the only company that can offer 

a viable transition path to AVB for the future." 

inter-M plans to use Dante end-to-end through-

out its systems, from Dante-enabled paging micro-

phones, on through mixers and distribution units, 

to Dante-enabled powered speakers. Other manufac-

turers who have brought Dante into their systems 

include DiGiCo, Yamaha, Focusrite, Peavey, Crest 

Audio, JoeCo and others. 

Audinate delivers a self-configuring plug-and-

play digital audio network that uses standard 

Internet protocols. Audinate's Dante system offers a 

solution for today while future-proofing implemen-

tations by providing a migration path to upgrade to 

new standards such as AVB. 

Dante recently took home the Best Pro Audio 

Technology of the Year Award at the 2011 PALME 

Middle East exhibition. "As there are a lot of great 

other technologies in the audio industry, it is quite an 

honor to be recognized for the advancements of our 

digital media networking solution," says Audinate 

CEO Lee Ellison. "We believe that our recognition 

is a result of the many OEM partners who have 

embraced Dante for their products as the network-

ing solution of choice for today's networks and as 

they move to AVB." 
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Audio-Technica celebrates its 50th anniversary with an array of limited edition introductions 

offering stunningly clear, high- resolution sound and elegant design. Models range from the 

AT40501JRUSHI with hand-painted Japanese maple leaves, to the legendary ATM25 instrument 

mic brought back for this special occasion. Each microphone is etched with a unique serial 

number commemorating 50 years of passionate listening. audio-technica.com 
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LISTENING 

audio-technica 
always listening 
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MASQUE SOUND SPARKLES AT 75 
Jersey Boys, Billy Elliott, Phantom of the Opera, Les Miserables, Cats—Masque Sound has 

been integral to Broadway sound ever since three stagehands, in 1936, pooled their resources 

to create a new firm. Celebrating 75 years in the business under the leadership of third-gen-

eration owner Geoff Shearing, this SR/design/install company continues to expand its ser-

vices, whether it's a move to a larger space, purchasing Professional Wireless Systems in 2002 

or adding a permanent systems install division. 

"A 75th anniversary is a significant milestone," says Shearing. "We are grateful to our 

many long-term clients and to a dedicated in-house team, some of whom have been with 

us for over zo years. My father remains active and enthusiastically monitors our ongo-

ing success from his New Hampshire home, just as my grandfather took great pride in 

dad's nurturing of our legacy. 1 grew up watching them make decisions about what new 

technology to invest in and how to grow the business in the most logical way. Their most 

important lesson was that customer service is the basis for all success." 

EVANESCENCE FRONT-OF-HOUSE ENGINEER EDDIE MAPP 

Having the option of four compressors on each channel [of the Midas PRO9] that retain your 
settings as you scroll through is invaluable. The adaptive compressor is amazing on drums and 

X percussion, and I'm using two multiband compressors, a pitch and a delay for vocals, with two 
plate reverbs for drums. The ability to sidechain either the compressor or gate from any channel 

is now a must-have for my mixing setup. Another great feature is the KVM switch that allows 

me to have my Mac Mini on the right-hand screen. This runs the Meyer Galileo that I use for 

system tuning, my Smaart 7 setup and iTunes for playback, which makes for an extremely stream-

lined setup; now 1 don't have to worry about carrying a laptop out to front of house during show time. 

CHURCH'S NEW KARAi SYSTEM 
Christ Fellowship Church's flagship Palm Beach Gardens worship center 
is the first U.S. facility to take delivery of the new L-Acoustics KARAi sys-

tem, as well as installing SBi8i enclosures. Designed in SOUNDV1SION, 

the three KARAi arrays are flown in an L/C/R configuration concealed in 

soffits above the stage of the 2,20o-seat octagonal sanctuary. Two 4-box 

SB18i sub arrays (arranged in cardioid configuration) are flown in two 

spaces between the KARAi, while two SB28 subs are located on the floor 

beneath each KARAi array. Alan Jones of Pro Sound and Video's Miami 

location handled the sale and installation. 

20 YEARS FOR AUDIO LOGIC SYSTEMS 
What began as a small audio production company, Audio Logic Systems (Bloom-

ington, Minn.) now boasts full-service production and installation services, includ-

ing the recently upgraded Bethel University's (St. Paul, Minn.) Great Hall perfor-

mance venue (pictured). According to director of operations John Simshauser, 

"The acoustical challenges of this highly reverberant space were minimized by the 

application of a d81 audiotechnik Qi line array and a flown cardioid Q-sub array. 

The Qi speakers are flown in a left/right main system with a center array covering 

the long throw to the balcony seats. The design maximized the visual impact of the 

system while maximizing the coherence of the audio system." 
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Bassist Michael 

Anthony has four racks, 

three with two Peavey 

VB-3 tube amps in each 

one and the fourth with 

d several Peavey 700s. His 

bass cabinets are three VB-3 

models, two 8xtos and a 2x15. 

Adds bass tech Kevin Dugan, 

We have a wireless rack that 

itilizes a Monster power 

conditioner with an antenna 

combiner and three double 

.1iiits, six receivers with seven 

transmitters." 
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Photos and Text 

by Steve Jennings 

When you assemble 

Sammy Hagar (vocals, 

guitar), Joe Sabiani (gui-

tars), Michael Anthony 

(bass, vocals) and drum-

mer Kenny Aronoff (fill-

ing in for Chad Smith), 

you get supergroup 

Chickenfoot, who bring 

classic rock 'n' roll to 

each venue. Mix caught 

up with the group and 

crew at San Francisco's 

Warfield Theater. 

Kenny Aronoff is filling in for Chad 

Smith, who's out with the Red Hot 

Chili Peppers for this run. According 

to drum tech Nathan Staley (below), 

his kit is miked with Shure 91 (inside 

kick), Beta 52 (outside kick), SM57 

(snare top, snare bottom), SM8t (hi-

hats, ride) and KSM 32 (overheads); 

Audix Micro Ds (rack toms); and 

Sennheiser e 604s (floor toms). 



Front-of-house engineer Michael "Ace" Baker ( left) is currently working on a Yamaha PM5D for this run of clubs and 

theaters, but N,k hen the tour hits larger i,enues this year, he'll be turning to a Midas analog desk. "I'm not using any 

plug-ins, I'm barely gated," Baker says of the Yamaha board. "I've kinda compressed a few things and use hardly any 

effects: drum 'verb, vocal 'verb and vocal delay. Sammy's voice: a great singer plus an SM58 plus a nicely tuned speaker 

system equals we don't need no stinking plug-ins.' Baker also uses a PreSonus StudioLive console for multitracking 

and a MacBook Pro recording with Logic, using the aux outs on the 5D into the StudioLive. 

Monitor engineer Jim Jorgensen chose the Avid VENUE Profile for its ability to interface to Pro Tools 

and create a virtual soundcheck, as well as to easily transition from opener to headliner by recalling a scene. 

Onboard, he employs Drawmer TourBus comps and gates, as well as a couple of C6 compressors for more subtle 

compression on vocals and Serato parametrics on output mix buses. Creating an old-school garage-band rock 

vibe, there are no in-ears in use (except for a few by techs); instead, the band listens off of zo wedges, a stereo 

side- fill and stereo drum mixes. 

The two amps facing in on both sides of the drum kit are 

Hagar's, positioned where he intends to play. These amps 

are miked with a Sennheiser 409 and a Shure SM32. 

Sammy Hagar sings through a Shure UHF-R with a 58 cap-

sule. Monitor engineer Jim Jorgensen changes the wind-

screen every night and the entire capsule every four to five 

shows, depending on how hard Hagar sang and the amount 

of tequila consumed onstage. "There are a lot of times 

where Sam and Michael sing together on Sam's mic and the 

58 just works," Jorgensen says. 

Guitar tech Glade Rasmussen (below) is filling in for 

longtime tech Mike Manning, who was unavail-

able for this leg of the tour. Joe Satrioni uses 

Marshall amps miked with a Sennheiser e 906 

for bite and a Shure SM3z for warmth. "Jim 

Jorgensen takes a direct out of Joe's amp to 

feed the drum monitor mix," says Rasmussen. 

"There is no bleed from the mics and that direct 

signal has a I.6k slice that can cut through any-

thing—very smart." Satriani's pedalboard com-

prises a wet reverb, two Vox Time Machines and 

a Big Bad wah pedal, a Roger Mayer Voodoo Vibe 

Jr., Marshall JVM foot controller, MXR Dyna 

compressor, Ibanez FL9 flanger, Voodoo Labs 

Proactavia and two Lab Pedal Power 2, Plus boxes, 

and Electro-Harmonix POG and Micro. 
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MUSIC CENTERSTAGE 
IN GAME RELEASES 
Pyramind, Skywalker Sound Up the Musical Ante With Halo: 

Combat Evolved Anniversary, Kinect Disneyland Adventures 

By Blair Jackson 

A
s videogames have become more so-
phisticated and complex in recent 

years, so too have their music scores. 

Long gone are the days of simple scores 

banged out on solitary keyboards and integrated into 

the game at the lowest possible bit-rate. Orchestral 

scores are common for big-budget games, as are 

hybrid scores that use electronic and/or percussion 

elements, rock and other music forms, as well as or-

chestrated passages. With some top games requiring 

two or more hours of music, there has been plenty 

of work for large and small studios to keep up with 

the demand, and musicians and singers are finding a 

new source of income for their talents. 

Take, for example, two wildly different games 

that were released on November 15 by Microsoft 

Games Studios for Xbox 360: Halo: Combat Evolved 

Recording Chanticleer at Pyramind 
Studios for Halo:-Ciimbat Evolved A 
niversary. From left: Peter Steinba 

Paul Lipson, Steve Heithecker, Matthew 
Oltman and Kristofor Meljroth 

Anniversary and Kinect Disneyland Adventures. 

Both of these certain hits shared the same audio 

director (Microsoft's Kristofor Mellroth), music 
production company (Pyramind Studios of San 

Francisco) and recording facilities (a combination 

of Pyramind and, for each game's orchestral score, 

Skywalker Sound in Marin County, Calif.). Yet each 

project had so many unique challenges dictated 

by enormous differences between the two games, 

it's difficult to make generalizations about what is 

required from a music recording standpoint at this 

upper level of what is known as Triple-A gaming. 

HALO REDUX 

Halo: Combat Evolved Anniversary is something un-

usual in the game world—a complete remastering 

and revisiting of a classic first-person shooter game. 

Bungie's original Halo title was the flagship game for 

the Microsoft Xbox format, released to years ago to 
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the day of the Anniversary edition. The new version, 

developed by 343 Industries, hews very closely to the 

original but with greatly enhanced graphics, plus im-

proved audio and a complete reinterpretation of Mar-

tin O'Donnell and Michael Salvatori's famous score— 

so instantly recognizable to garners for its chanting 

monks and driving synth cellos. 

"It's my favorite game of all time," says Microsoft's 

Kris Mellroth. "It was a landmark game, not just 

for gameplay, but for audio as well. It also has that 

super-iconic score. So it was a little nerve-racking 

[remaking it], and I wanted to make sure we got it 

right, so I wanted to have a team 1 knew would treat 

the music with respect. We weren't there to second-

guess what was done before; we were there to make a 

super-high-quality remaster of what's there. In a way, 

it's a love letter to the original. I'm such a fan of Marty 

and of [original sound designer] Jay [Weinland], and I 

played Halo I so many times." 

With Pyraminds long history of top-quali-

ty music and audio work for games by so many 

major game-makers—including Ubisoft, Luca.sArts, 

Sony Entertainment, Electronic Arts and Microsoft 
Games—it was a natural choice for Mellroth when 

he was a looking for a one-stop shop that could han-

dle music, audio post, implementation, mixing and 
mastering. Between Pyramind audio director/com-

poser/C00 Paul Lipson and founder/CEO/mixer/ 

mastering engineer Gregory Gordon (and their team 

in their downtown S.F. studios), they had all the 
bases covered. 

"The original Halo score was mostly sample-

based," Lipson says, as he and Gordon sit in Lispson's 

studio/office, "and there was no sheet music at all. 1 

was given a file directory for the in-game music, and 

then Lennie Moore [a well-known composer and 

orchestrator in the gaming world] and I transcribed 

every single note of the score and re-orchestrated a 

lot of it." As Mellroth notes, "If we could find a way 

to enhance something—say, add some brass for this 

passage—we were going to do it." 

The score's non-orchestral portions were tracked 

mostly at Pyramind, including new guitar perfor-

mances by Lipson and Bryan Dale, some bold synth 

work spearheaded by Brian Trifon, and percussion 

elements "virtualized" by Lipson and New York 

musician/composer Tom Salta, a longtime collabora-

tor with Pyrarnind. "We did record a live drummer 

for a few tracks at our studios here," Lipson says, 

"and 1 know Tom brought in a live percussion player 

to blend in, as well, but most of it was created using 

custom samples and sequencing." 

Then there were the monks. For Anniversary, 

Pyramind hired what Lipson calls "the finest vocal 

ensemble in the world," the San Francisco-based 

all-male group Chanticleer, who had never sung 

on a videogame before. "The monks are the most 

iconic thing in the score, so it was important that 

they sound really powerful. As a longtime fan of 

Chanticleer, I was thrilled to get to record them here 

at Pyramind Studios." 

SKY WALKER SESSIONS 

The orchestral sessions took place on Skywalker 

Sound's enormous 6ox8ox3o Scoring Stage over 

five days this past June, with the studio's director of 

music recording and scoring, Leslie Ann Jones, engi-

neering and Lipson producing. Pyramind's Michael 

Roache was production coordinator, and Skywalk-

er's Andre Zweers was the primary Pro Tools opera-

tor. The group known as the Skywalker Symphony 
Orchestra—contracted for the sessions by Janet Ket-

The Kinect Disneyland Adventures team, from left: Mark Griskey, Lennie Moore, Laura Karpman, Paul 
Lipson, Leslie Ann Jones, Peter McConnell, Wataru Hokoyama, André Zweers, Michael Roache 

chum—is made up primarily of players from the San 

Francisco Symphony, Opera and Ballet Orchestras, 

but also draws from the Marin Symphony and the 

Oakland East Bay Symphony. This is a union gig, so 

it does not come cheaply, but not long ago, game-

makers managed to cut a special deal with the Amer-

ican Federation of Musicians in which musicians are 

paid more up front for videogame music sessions to 

compensate for the fact that there are no "back-end" 

residuals as there are for TV and film. Conducting 

was noted game music composer and conductor 

Wataru Hokoyama. 

For the Halo sessions at Skywalker, the strings 

were recorded separately from the brass and wood-

winds on alternating days in different sessions so 

there would be greater flexibility in the mixes. 'The 
cellos played a crucial role in the score and needed to 

be very prominent in the mixes, so isolation was very 

important," says Gordon. Jones and her team still set 

up the room as if a full orchestra would be playing at 

once—with strings in front, brass in the rear and a 

slightly baffled middle section for woodwinds—and 

assigning spot, section and room mics accordingly. 
Among the mics Jones selected were Cus for first 

and second violins; U67s for violas; KM84s for celli; 

and M49s for double-bass, all through Neve ,o81 

console-controlled preamps. Other models included 

Neumann KM mos for flutes, oboes, clarinets and 

bassoon, also through the Neve preamps; Neumann 

TLM 1705 on trumpets; U87s on trombones; two 

M149s and a KM 143 on the French horns (front left/ 
right and rear, respectively); and a Neumann M147 

on tuba, all through Grace 8o1R preamps. There 

were also two high L/C/R "trees" up front and cen-

ter for an overall view of the strings; one had three 

Neumann M5os going through GML preamps, the 

other was testing the new Telefunken 261s through 

John Hardy Jensen pre's ("hung adjacent to M5os 

so I could compare them," Jones says). Additionally, 

Jones put up a pair of wide mics, surrounds, a mic 

dedicated to LFE and a pair of Neumann KM133D 

(digital mics) "as an experiment to get a mid-room 

sound of the brass." 

Everything was recorded through the studio's 

Neve 88R console to Pro ToolsIHD at 24-bit/96k— 

though because of limitations in the original Halo 

engine, the music appears in the Anniversary game 

at 16/48. Lipson and Andre Zweers executed the 
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session edits, and then all the various stems and 

sessions from Skywalker and Pyramind went to 

Gordon, who mixed and mastered all of the in-game 

music, as well as the double-CD soundtrack and the 

limited-edition vinyl release. 

"What happens with games like these is the cue 

count goes through the roof and the number of files 

you have to keep track of and the asset management 

required is phenomenal," Gordon says. "This is why 
we have a full-time project manager to keep track of 

all the different takes and which tracks and stems go 
with which, because you're recording material in one 

studio that needs to get mixed with material from 

another, so we're very fortunate to have Michael 

Roache there every step of the way." 

VIRTUAL DISNEYLAND 

Kinect Disneyland Adventures was perhaps an even 

more complicated and involved project for Pyramind 

and Skywalker. l'he game, created by the UK's Fron-

tier Developments, is the latest to employ Microsoft's 

proprietary Kinect technology (introduced a year 

ago), an interactive motion-sensitive gaming environ-

ment along the lines of Wii Remote Plus and PlaySta-

tion Move, but requiring no controller other than a 

moving body. The Disneyland game allows players 

to experience many cherished attractions at Disney-
land—the Matterhorn Bobsleds, Pirates of the Carib-

bean, Big Thunder Mountain Railroad, the Haunted 

Mansion, Space Mountain, the Jungle Cruise, et al— 

and interact with some 40 Disney characters, as well 

as conduct the Disneyland Parade. It also features 

wall-to-wall music—more than 300 minutes of newly 

orchestrated and performed versions of numerous 

beloved Disney themes, along with new music com-

posed in the spirit and style of classic Disney. 

(continued on page 89) 
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AMES TAYLOR 

ith sales of more than 40 million albums posted over a lengthy career dating back 

to 1968, when he signed with Apple Records, james Taylor remains at the top of his 

game. Lionized by fans, respected by his peers and solidly committed to the art of 

his craft, the singer/songwriter calls his life his music. Despite all the Gold, Platinum 

and multi-Platinum accolades, all the Grammys and all the fame, he still finds comfort and purpose on 

the road, where he continues to set records for ticket sales and simultaneously cultivates an uncanny 

knack for connecting with his audiences on an intimate level, even in large venues. 

His songs need no introduction: "Carolina in My Mind," "Fire and Rain," "Sweet Baby James," 

"Country Road," "Shower the People." The melodies, lyrics and harmonies reveal emotions that are 

at once both subjective and shared on countless levels. If there is any key to his success and longevity, 

perhaps a hint of its discovery can be found in his unwavering baritone and singular guitar playing. 

Beyond that, we're left with a large degree of genuine honesty and spirit, which reveal themselves here 

in "The Mix Interview." 

Touring is a natural and vital part of what I do. Given the cur-

rent economic climate, live music is really where the money is 

now. Record royalties clearly belong to another time. 

Much has been said about the romance and allure of the road. 
What are the realities for you? 

A touring show is an interesting entity of its own. It's a very 
functional existence, it's very clear what the priorities are. 

Despite the punishments of having to be away from your home 

for long periods, you learn to get enough sleep, exercise, eat 

the proper foods and pace yourself. Every day you're dealing 

with multitudes of people. It's like being part of an organism, 

living in a pod of dolphins or a school of fish. You're constantly 

moving through the country, different cultures, the world. It's 
always fascinated me and still does. 

They are indeed a crack bunch. Everyone approaches their job 

from a perspective of the whole, not just their special area of 
expertise. There is a spirit of unity and cooperation that allows 

us to accomplish a lot with fewer numbers. 

Back in 1968, when 1 committed myself to being an itinerant 

entertainer, I wouldn't go as far as saying there wasn't a meth-

odology established for getting these shows on, but as far as 

many of us were concerned, we were clearly making a lot of 

it up as we went along. There weren't clear ideas on how to 

do certain things: monitors, for instance. Or how to make an 

acoustic guitar speak properly in front of io,000 people. These 
were things we had to experiment with and develop our own 

techniques for. Beyond the gear, the same thing could be said 

about how we traveled and where we stayed. On many levels, 

we were learning how to book a tour efficiently. As we went on, 

we got good at playing the summer venues. We were a shed act, 

and for many, many years, the core of my touring experiences 

revolved around the summer tour. 

Same as they are today, really; now we just approach things 

with a different and better set of tools. The biggest hurdle we 

faced was trying to mix my acoustic guitar and vocals with the 

band. Then, just like now, you had to find a way to amplify my 

guitar and keep the stage level of everyone else within the same 

range. Everything had to be balanced according to the needs of 
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THE MIX INTERVIEW: JAMES TAYLOR 

the room or else your sound would just take off 

through the roof. Overexcite the environment, 

and things becomes unpredictable—dead zones 

in one place, hot spots in another. 

Rachel has been with me for years and basically 

worked her way through the ranks to where she 

is today. 1 met David in 1005. While looking for 
a new house engineer, I asked myself, "Whose 

sound is most like mine, and who has similar 

sensibilities?" I was always an admirer of Steely 
Dan and Simon & Garfunkel. When I discovered 

that David mixed for those artists, as well as 

Bette Midler and others, I thought he would be 

a perfect match for me. It turned out 1 was right. 

You could say 1 finger-pick, it's a very pianistic 

style. I'm not a virtuoso, 1 don't go up the neck 

much—rather than chords, I play lines. There's 

definitely a bass line I play, and that makes it 

a challenge for a bass player to work with me 

because I force the bass part by what I'm playing 

with my thumb. I play with three fingers and 

the thumb on my right hand. 1 definitely trend 

toward a Latin feel. I don't swing that much, 

but when 1 do 1 push it toward the Latin side of 

things. I like that spot, somewhere between a 

swing and a mambo. 

WHAT OTHERS SAY 
SECRETS OF JT'S GUITAR: CHORDS IN REVERSE 
Ever wonder what it is exactly that makes James Taylor sound like James Taylor? His front-of-house engineer 

David Morgan did, and pinpointed at least one source of the artist's singular sonic signature shortly after meet-

ing him in 2005. 

"I was watching him play and noticed he used inverse fingering techniques on some chords," Morgan recalls. 

"Most specifically, while playing A and D chords, he'd have his index finger on the first string and his middle finger 

on the third—just the opposite of what most players would traditionally do. If you think about it, this goes a long 

way in defining the James Taylor sound." 

For his part, Taylor mostly shrugs off the importance of Morgan's revelation, responding that that's the way he 

learned to play those chords. "My way does allow me to really hammer off that third string, though," he admits. "I 

can really pull hard, and I guess you could call that a signature thing for me!' 

Now go listen to "Country Road" or "Fire and Rain" again. Yes, that's where that little fill on the third comes from. 

"The technique frees up his pinkie to help run the bass lines he's known for, too," Morgan adds. "I can't help but won-

der how many other people wondered how he did these things all these years. Well, the cat's finally out of the bag!' 

ON MONITORS... 
Onstage, the JT show is a mixed bag of sonic sources. "De-
spite the diversity of how the performers listen to their stage 
mixes, this show is very straightforward from a monitoring 
perspective," says monitor engineer Rachel Adkins. "In 
terms of stage volume and consistency, it may indeed be true 
that the ideal situation would be one with everyone on ears. 
But reality dictates that my aural palette is one that draws 
from both ears and wedges." 

Drummer Steve Gadd likes wedges. Ditto Larry Goldings 
on keys and Mike Landau on guitar. Taylor has been known 
to take a combined approach, at one point using a powered 
monitor on his right side and a single, mono-fed earbud on 
his left—a habit first established while doing shows with a 
small rhythm section and a symphony orchestra. 

Giving guidance to the whole affair from behind an Avid 
D-Show desk, Adkins takes it all in stride with professional 
panache, making the task sound much easier than it actu-
ally is. "I just make a few adjustments here and there," she 
says, downplaying the importance of her efforts. "The stage 
dynamics are fantastic. Even the finest chefs still have to 
choose the right ingredients to make their food taste great. 
It's a similar situation in my world. But with musicians like 
this onstage, the substance of my role gains a huge amount of 
integrity before I even power-up my console." 

GUITAR TECH JON PRINCE 
Jon "JI" Prince first met James Taylor in 2001 
during technical rehearsals for the Pullover Tour 
in West Palm Beach, Fla. Hired-on as a carpen-
ter/rigger, JP was 30 feet up in the air lying belly-
down in a truss, finishing up some last-minute 
airborne details. "Don't drop anything on me 
now," Taylor told the high-flying JP good na-
turedly from below as he inspected the stage. JP 
didn't, of course, a fact which in ternis of career 
moves translated thereafter into landing the job 
as Taylor's trusted guitar tech. 

As with every member of the Taylor crew, 
JP is a master of multitasking. During a show, if 
he's not stealthily handing-off a guitar to Taylor 
onstage, he's probably tuning another, plus 
doing a lot more. "I listen to the saine mix as 
fames does, so I know immediately if there's a 
problem," JP relates on jamestaylor.com. "I'm 
also watching to make sure [bassist] Jimmy 
Johnson and 'guitarist] Mike Landau are com-
fortable and have everything they need. Along 
with my own specific duties. I'm one of the 
many sets of eyes and ears on the road crew 
working to keep things running smoothly." 

IT'S ROAD GEAR 
Guitars found within Taylor's road inventory include Olson Si and SI Cutaway and Dreadnought models. His main 

guitar is an SI with a cedar top and rosewood back and sides. Each of the Olsons is outfitted with LB6 Series pickups 

from L.R. Baggs. A mainstay among performers playing large halls, the unitary pickups/saddles are used with Radial 

Tonebone PZ-Pre preamplification leading into a Fishman Aura acoustic imaging blender. 

"Gains are formidable with this combination," FOH engineer David Morgan notes. "The strings sound as if they 

are resonating in wood, not across a crystal. Making an acoustic guitar sound real is a major sound reinforcement 

challenge James has long addressed." 

Turning to the electric side of things, when he uses his Telecaster, JT plays through a Line 6 PODxt guitar effects 

unit programmed by Michael Landau. For vocals, he uses an Earthworks SR4OV cardioid condenser. "We first used 

the SR4OV when James and Carole King played the Hollywood Bowl last year on the Troubadour Reunion Tour," Mor-

gan recalls. "We had tried the original prototype earlier in rehearsals and knew it had all the characteristics we were 

looking for in a high-end vocal mic. The SR4OV perfectly complements the natural sound of James' voice. Implement-

ing the first working model was an easy choice, and partnering with Earthworks on the development of this excep-

tional product has yieled oustanding results." 
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The Holy Grail of acoustic 

guitar for live performance 

is finding a way to get the 

artifacts out of the trans-

ducer. The slight buzz, 

the quack we've all experi-

enced. They're moving tar-

gets, and unfortunately you 

just can't dial them out. To 

me it seems like there's this 

little curve of phase can-

cellation followed by aug-

mentation that occurs with 

each note, and it's not static enough that you can 

find it easily. This is the major thing we've dealt 

with, and right now we have a pretty good handle 

on taming the problem using Fishman's Aura 
acoustic-imaging blender. 

The type of music 1 play and perform is best 

experienced in a room with seating for under 

5,000. When it gets bigger than that, our efforts 
turn toward bringing the more distant places in 

close via video and added sound reinforcement. 

The Rolling Stones, Uz, Paul McCartney—those 

ROAD CREW 
Ralph Perkins. prod Li( ion manager 

Meagan Strader, tour manager 
Jonah Lawrence, stage manager/ 

utility infielder 
David Morgan, FOH Rachel Adkins, 

monitors 
Andy Sottile, Clair Systems 

engineer/crew chief 
Jun Prince, guitar tedi 

Mark Konrad, keyboard tech 
Scott Hoffman, drum tech 

shows are great in stadiums. 

Me, I'm best in a medium to 

small environment. 

1 play some really wonderful 

spots. We play Tanglewood 

every year for three or four 

shows, I guess that's become 

home base. We typically play 

there over the Fourth of July. 

Tanglewood is built for an 

acoustic symphony orchestra; 

put amplified music in there, 

and it can be difficult to mix. But as a venue, a 

location, it's great. Beyond Tanglewood, it's hard 

to turn down Carnegie Hall. You have to be just 

as careful not to overdrive things there, too, but 

it is just one of those places that has such defi-

nition. You have a sense of always being in the 

center of the room when you're onstage. 

Yes, and because it's what 1 love to do, it's where 

my heart is: touring, being on the road, the bus... 

with my band and crew, and keeping in touch with 

this great audience that has stuck with me for so 

long. It's a good living, the audience is my focus. 

1 love playing with Bonnie Raitt, Alison Krauss, 

Jerry Douglas, Yo-Yo Ma, Sheryl Crow, Vince Gill, 

Amy Grant, Tony Bennett. I've always had enor-

mous respect for artists like these that embody 

living a life in music. They think of music as 

their life's work, not a chance to just make hay 

while the sun shines. Having a chance at the last-

possible moment to record with Ray Charles was 

unbelievable. 

Good question. I have an album that's about half 

finished, and I need to do some more writing. 

Following this summer's tour, I'll have a chance 

to stash myself away and finish this project. It's 

definitely time. The last record of new material 

1 did was in 2.003, so I need to get this out there. 

Maybe some of the usual suspects: Jimmy Johnson 

on bass; Mike Landau on guitar; Larry Goldings 

on keys; Arnold McCuller, Kate Markowitz and 
Andrea Zonn on vocals; Steve Gadd on drums; 

Luis Conti on percussion; Walt Fowler and Lou 

Marini on trumpet and sax. There is nothing like 

fronting a band like this. The power and musi-

cianship is unparalleled. 
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'War H 
...and the return 
Gary Rydstrom 

By Blair Jackson 

S
teven Spielberg's War 
Horse is a classic Holly-

wood epic, a throwback 

to a different era of film-

making, when character development 

and telling a story in a cogent and 

methodical way were more important 

than gimmicky effects and manic pac-

ing. The film is unabashedly aimed at 

families—there's no sex, bad language 

or gushing blood—yet it is also a tale 

about war, violence, and complex and 

often difficult relationships. 

"When 1 saw it, 1 was amazed how 

old-fashioned it felt, in a good way," 

comments Gary Rydstrom, who was 

co-supervising sound editor (with 

Richard Hymns), sound designer and 

FX re-recording mixer for the film. 

"So many modern movies tend to have 

more edge or sarcasm or self-aware-

ness, and this is telling a very big story 

in an episodic way. It's traveling long 

distances and meeting a lot of differ-

ent characters. It has a David Lean 

grandness. 

"It's a story about humanity surviv-
ing in the midst of war, told through 

how people relate to horses, 

really," he continues. "It has a 

beauty to it that's fitting and 

also a real emotional power. 1 

had never worked on a movie 

quite like this. For me, it felt 

like 1 was able to get into a 

time machine and do a movie 

in 1960, but with Pro Tools and 

digital consoles." [Laughs] 

War Horse, and the recent 

Mission impossible: Ghost 
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Protocol, mark Rydstrom's return to mainstream 

feature sound work following seven years at 

Pixar, where he directed and supervised the 

sound for a pair of well-received shorts (Lifted 

was Oscar-nominated), was the studio's in-house 
audio consultant and was directing a full-length 

film called Newt until it was canceled in mid-

zoio. Before his time at Pixar, Rydstrom spent 

two decades at Skywalker Sound, working on 

dozens of top films, nine of which earned him 
Oscar nominations; of those, seven wins for four 

movies: Terminator 2, Titanic and two Spielberg 

films, Jurassic Park and Saving Private Ryan. He 

last worked with Spielberg on Minority Report 

in 2002. 
Rydstrom got the call to work on War Horse 

a few months before the relatively short 

two-month shoot in England during 
the fall of 2010. "We did a lot of our 

collecting of sounds based on the script, 

and luckily the script had a good sense 

of what the movie would be and a great 

sense of tone, and it also had that old-

fashioned quality. Maybe that's why we 

collected so many sounds—because we 

hadn't seen the movie yet. We did some 

recording trips that, had we seen the 

movie, maybe we wouldn't have done. 

But once we did see the movie, we had 

a huge amount of great material to 

work with. 

"We recorded all over the place and 

we had a lot of people doing it," he con-

tinues. "E.J. Holowicki [who has con-
tributed sounds for numerous Pixar 

films] did a lot, and Nia Hansen was a 

field recordist for us on this and hap-

pens to own horses and know horses 

really well. We recorded a ton of stuff 

and a lot of it, not surprisingly, was 

horses and every type of horse, includ-

ing a foal being born, which is pretty amazing. 

We recorded race horses, putting mics with jock-

eys on the horses because we had cavalry charges 

[in the film]. Nia went to a vet hospital at UC 

Davis and recorded horses coming out of anes-

thesia, sick horses, horses with tracheotomies. 

The sad truth is this often is a movie about horses 

struggling, so we had to find ways of capturing 

that without making them actually go through 

what it looks like they're going through. 

"At the beginning, Spielberg said to me, 

`Just make sure they're really horses.' I think 

he worries that we sound people are going to 

put together a walrus and an otter and call it a 

horse," he says with a laugh. "Every movie I've 

ever worked with him, Steven gives me some-

thing not to do, and for this one, it was to not 

use non-horse sounds for horses. But that was 

fine because horses make such a broad range 

of sounds. For me, the great revelation was, if 

you record miniature horses, which have an 
emotional range that makes them seem almost 

dog-like at times, and then slow them down, 

they sound like a full-sized horse." 

Do you do your pitch alteration in Pro 

Tools? "Within Pro Tools, and I also still have a 

Synclavier. My room at Skywalker is pretty much 

a museum of the 198os," he says jokingly. "I've got 

a Synclavier and a quarter-inch deck—there's still 

nothing better for slowing sounds down." 

There are two main horse characters in the 

film: We follow Joey from his birth on a farm in 

southwest England through his "conscription" 

into the British Army on the eve of World War 

1 (hence the title); and the larger black horse 

Topthorn figures into the war part of the story. 

Rydstrom says it was important to give each 

horse his own sonic personality, so great care was 

taken in assigning vocalizations, breathing and 

movement sounds to what are, in a sense, the 

film's main characters. 

"When 1 first talked with Spielberg," Rydstrom 

offers, "what 1 most wanted him to explain was 

his idea of Joey's character because we treat him 

like a real actor. And he said Joey was noble, so 

even when Joey's in pain, we still wanted lo make 

him somehow sound noble. The movie is full 

of opportunities to let the horses `act.' All of the 

vocals and sounds of Joey for the whole movie 
were cut by Terry Eckton, who's a longtime 

Northern California sound editor who special-

izes in creature vocals. 

"We collected so many great horse sounds, 

and then I would organize them: 'This seems 

like a Topthorn vocal, this seems like a Joey 

vocal, based on size. This might be good for 

this scene.' When Terry started cutting the 

horses, we would spot it, and this is where my 

years at Pixar came in handy because it was 

sort of like working with an animator, where 

you say, I want the character to feel like this, 

or do this, or do this.' So we would talk about 

where the horse's brain was—what he was feel-

ing—in the scene and then try to create a char-

acter through that. Terry would go off and cut 

something amazing from our library and then 

we'd finesse it into the movie. Breathing does a 

lot for you, and there's a huge range of breath-

ing, but it's also one of the hardest things to cut 

because there's a pace and a rhythm to it. When 

we got to the final mix, we ended up simplify-

ing some of the horse vocals and relied more 

on breathing." 

Horse Foley—encompassing hoof steps, body 
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swishes and shudders, and tail shakes—was also 

critical in providing depth and dimension to 

the horses. Dennie Thorpe and Jana Vance per-

formed the Foley, which was supervised by Luke 

Dunn Gialmuda, recorded by Sean England and 

edited by Colette Dahanne. 

The other major aspect of the film is war, 

and that area also offered many challenges to 

Rydstrom and his team. There are a few big 

battles, including one in which a regiment of 

British cavalry unwittingly charges into a hid-

den nest of German machine guns, and a long, 

pivotal scene depicting trench warfare and its 

attendant horrors—the steady bombardments, 

the seemingly ineffectual assaults where hun-

dreds of lives are lost trying to take over a few 

more yards of the contested "no man's land" 

that separate the British and German troops. 

Still, this is a PG-I3 film and the overall look 

of the film, even the war scenes, is more poetic 

than graphic. 

Rydstrom comments, "Comparing it to 

Private Ryan, which had a sort of brutal, real-

istic quality to it—almost a documentary, you-

are-there, walking through D-Day with a Bolex 

camera feeling—this is more distanced. And we 
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did that with the sound, too; we tried to give it 

a more controlled, bigger-than-life feeling. There 

are still real guns and real artillery-bys and the 

sound of distant artillery. But I felt on this movie 

I could be more flexible with playing around with 

the war sounds than I was on Private Ryan, where 

1 felt 1 had to be true to life. Here, I thought 

we could be a little more stylistic because of 

the tone and because, really, it's a story about 

war perceived by horses, if you think about it. 

I thought we had the leeway to do more iconic 

war sounds." 

As is common with these sorts of films, the 

recording team captured a wide variety of guns 

and ordnance from various distances and angles 

using portable digital recorders. However, "We 

also dusted off the Nagras and did a lot of the 

recording of guns and artillery and explosions 

with those," Rydstrom says. "They're just as hard 

to lug around as they always were, but they gave 

us a really big, beefy sound. For a lot of the gun 

recording, we'd record on Nagras and a series of 

digital recorders at the same time and I could 

mix and match. But there was a quality to the 

Nagra recording the digital couldn't match." 

For an important scene involving Joey being 

terrorized by a then-new Mark IV English tank, 

Rydstrom notes, " It was impossible to find a 

working Mark 1V tank—the one they used on 

the set was something else underneath. For the 

tank, the engine became less important, and 

what we concentrated on instead was the squeals 

it makes and the grinding of the gears and the 

rattles. It ended up being a mish-mash of things. 

1 even recorded my push lawnmower—this old-

fashioned, spinning lawn mower—and I slowed 

that down and combined it with other stuff. 

1 admit I did go into the Saving Private Ryan 

library and found a basic engine that would work 

and some tread stuff, but then we sweetened it 

and made it rattlier and squeakier than anything 

we had done before." As for the new-fangled 250-

round Maxim maschinengewehr (machine gun), 

Rydstrom credits production recordist Stuart 

Wilson with getting some excellent recordings of 

Maxims on the set. 

Other war sounds—the majority of them off-

camera, allowed Rydstrom and company to get 

creative: "We manufactured a lot of sounds of 

explosions and war as heard from a trench and 

1 used things that weren't real-1 used glacier 

sounds or cracking wood and slowed them down 

and phased them and treated them a little bit. It 

was a way to get that claustrophobic feeling of 

the trench. We also manufactured all these really 
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bizarre artillery pass-bys using vacuum cleaners However, dedicated film buff that he is, 

and bowed metal—anything I could Doppler. Spielberg also requested the inclusion of a cer-

There was great variety to it." tain sound that Stanley Kubrick had employed 

UR FM 
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in his World War I film, Paths of Glory. "lt's the 

classic World War 1 artillery whistle," Rydstrom 

says. "So we found one that was close enough 

that we were all happy and put that in. It was 

also a wonderful sound to pan through the sur-

rounds because you'd get the sound of the war 

going overhead." 

Rydstrom and his crew did their sound edit-

ing and premixing work at Skywalker; then the 

action moved down to Fox's Neve DFC-equipped 

Howard Hawks stage for the final mix, most of 

which was accomplished in a two-week window 

that Spielberg had in the midst of finishing his 

other new film, The Adventures of Tintin. Andy 

Nelson mixed John Williams' lush and beautiful 

score—very prominent in the film—and Tom 

Johnson mixed dialog. "Steven was there every 

day, which was not always the case in my expe-

rience on other movies with him," Rydstrom 

says,"and John Williams was, too. So it was as 

collaborative as you can imagine between those 

two and us and Richard [Hymns] and the sound 

crew. It was as an intense two weeks of mixing 

as I've ever had, but it was also very satisfying 

because everyone was there." 
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digital on the 

Top Engineers Discuss Console Techniques 

You'd be hard-

pressed to not find 

a digital console on 

tour. Whether it's 

employing snapshots, 

bringing in plug-ins 

to re-create an al-

bum's sound, leaving 

behind racks of out-

board or any other 

number of reasons, 

many touring engi-

neers prefer to mix 

digitally. And each 

engineer has his/her 

techniques for creat-

ing a great-sounding 

mix. With this in 

mind, Mix asked 

some top live sound 

engineers to give us 

their tips on working 

with digital boards. 

By Sarah Benzuly 

CHRIS MADDEN 
SADE FRONT-OF-HOUSE ENGINEER 
With Sade, 1 have set up the Avid VENUE in 

three layers of 24 faders. The first layer has 

all my drums and percussion: the acoustic kit 

on channels i through 14, then five channels 

for the drummer's electronics and five more 

for the percussion. The second layer is where 

I'm focused for most of the show. Those faders 

control Sade's vocal, the background vocals, 

saxophone and multiple channels for bass, gui-

tars and keyboards—all the stuff that I tend to 

want my hands on all the time. The third layer 

is assigned to the eight channels of playback, 

spares, ambient mics for recording and other 

stuff 1 don't need to touch very often. 

1 do use snapshots but in a very subtle way; 1 build the snapshots gradually. 1 bring in a few faders, then I 

bring in some effects, like my reverb, and then 1 set things in a sort of ballpark range. Then, when 1 recall a 

scene, I'll fine-tune it very gently from there as the band plays. I don't set everything to an exact setting or 

level, but over the course of a few shows, there are certain moves I just anticipate. For example, with some 

tunes we know that the crowd will react a certain way to some parts. With some songs they will get excited 

at the beginning, so I'll have the levels set a bit higher, then back them off a bit once the crowd calms down. 

So I might create a snapshot that's a bit louder to start the song off, then a second one that backs the level 

off a few dB. 

I also use the VENUE'S virtual soundcheck quite extensively. I honestly haven't done a live soundcheck for pretty 

much the entire tour. It's not just the logistics of getting the band together to do a soundcheck, it's also the fact that, in 

truth, musicians will never play with exactly the same energy and intensity during a soundcheck as they will during an 

actual show. Using virtual soundcheck, I can loop a short section of a song if 1 want to and experiment with different 

plug-ins and EQ settings, in an empty hall with a minimum of distractions. It enables me to try out things I'd never 

have an opportunity to do live, and gives me the opportunity to be far more creative and take chances without the 

potential of ruining the show. 
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JOHN SWORD 
CARA DILLON FRONT-OF-HOUSE ENGINEER 
This tour has 30 inputs from stage, which means on a Soundcraft V16 

1 can run it all and effects on one surface. 1 will link stereo stuff to-

gether using the second layer for the right-side channel. If am using a 

VII, I would also link stereo, but side-by-side only. I can hit the box 1 

want quickly and efficiently without having to revert to a center sec-

tion of controls to change what I want. 

As far as the onboard plug-ins, the standard gate, compressor 

(with de-ess functions and limiting) are good for me. I always like 

to drive compressors hard but with very low ratios. I really like the 

Hall reverb on the VI. I will use a dark, long hall around 2 seconds 

and looms pre-delay for general drum reverb; it sits so well behind 

Paul's heavy pounding beats. 1 also have an extra huge io-second 

(no pre-delay) hall on hand for one-spot explosion. Vocal reverb will 

generally use the plate, dark so as not to accentuate a sizzle vocal. 

These 'verbs can vary from 1.5 to 1.7 seconds, with around 70 to 

looms pre-delay. 

I have one tasty tip that I'm sure is not my own but it serves me 

perfectly. Nearly all artists 1 mix have a need to fly in effects at certain 

moments of the music, especially delay. Sol have found it very useful 

to make, for example, two lead vocal channels soft-patched the same. 

Send whatever effect you want via the applicable aux, take the fader 

out of left/right so it won't go through the system. Make sure the aux 

is post-fade. Then fire in the effect when you need it by riding the 

fader—effectively an effects send. I used to mix a lot of dub reggae so 

it's essential to have your delays on tap for many instruments. 

CRAIG BRITTAIN 
MICHAEL BUBLÉ MONITOR ENGINEER 

I am lucky in that Solotech is our audio vendor for the Bublé tours and 

they have put together one very slick touring package. The setup comprises 

the DiGiCo SD7 console running at 48 kHz with two stage racks, all tied 

together using Opticore. Both of the stage racks and the FOH racks are 

housed in a 2x4o double-wide/double-high rack with UPS, etc. The console 

sits atop a double-wide rack that contains all of our stereo transmitters and 

receivers. 

One interesting thing we initiated with the SD7 early on in our touring 

cycle was using the AES I/O in the back of the console to route the solo bus 

(in-ear/solo bus i) to a pair of matrixes. One physical patch cable in the back 

routing an AES output to an AES input, along with some soft patching. With 

the solo bus then coming into i and 2 of the matrix, all onstage and offstage 

talkback mics were then dialed into the matrix. This allowed for myself or 

my technician to hear any of the talkback mics in our ears whenever they 

were pushed to talk. One other item of note with the SD7 is that it finally 

gave me the confidence to rely on the use of snapshots. Never before had 1 

fully trusted the "fire-next" button until the SD7. 

JASON DECTER 
BLINK-182 FRONT-OF-HOUSE ENGINEER 

I set up the Midas Pro 9 digital mixing system like 1 would on a regular ana-

log desk: All my inputs 1 assign to subgroups, which then get assigned to 

feed left and right. 1 have dynamics and EQ privileges on all input channels 

on the subgroups, plus on left and right. 1 break down all drum and percus-

sion elements, bass, guitar, keys, vocals, FX returns and matrix outputs. 1 put 

a stereo bus compressor on my left and right and use some output gain to 

make up the difference. The Crane Song HEDD 192HD is what I insert on 

my left and right. It's not only a word clock that clocks my desk, but it also 

gives you tape saturation and second- and third-order harmonics to help 

shape the mix. 
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ROBERT BULL 
MARTINA MCBRIDE MONITOR ENGINEER 

I've mixed on all different types of consoles—both analog and digital, though 1 

am a diehard analog guy—but there are times when analog is just not feasible. 

When I use a digital console, 1 prefer a Yamaha PM5D, 

Recently. Martina McBride traveled on a chartered Amtrak train from Los 

Angeles to New York to promote her new album, Eleven, and paired with the 

Pink Together to raise awareness for breast cancer. We stopped II times along 

the way, performing at the train stations -some indoor, some outdoor. Within 

15 minutes of walking off the train, we would have to set up instruments and be 

show-ready! In these situations, setting up a digital console is key. 1 would set up 

my wedge mixes on the Yamaha PM5D on the first five outputs, which are at the 

top of the output section. Then I set my lEN1s on outputs 17 through 24, which 

is located on the bottom of the output section. This helped me to be quick and 

accurate. 1 had graphics set up for my wedge mixes that were assigned to the user-defined keys, j through 5, corresponding with wedge outputs. 

My reverbs were assigned to outputs 23 and 24. 

If I am doing fly dates, TV shows or even train stations, the PM5D's built-in effects and flexibility allow me to assign items where 1 need them 

via the user-definable keys. This enables me to walk right up to the console and start mixing. The 5D provides confidence that when a scene is 

recalled, it is right where I left it. If I am mixing wedges, having my graphic EQs set up on the user-defined keys allows me to get to them very 

quickly in any situation. When I am using both a PM5D and a DSP5D, the ability to switch between engines is invaluable to have at your fingertips. 

It helps an old analog brain get the job done. 
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DPA's tried and true condenser miniature capsule in a 
sleek housing and new ergonomically designed single 
ear mount. 

While keeping with the legendary sound capture that 
DPA is known for, new ground has been struck with the 
first self-adjusting ear mount that will fit any sized ear and 
head shape with stability and comfort that is unmatched, 
leaving you confident and focused on your message or 
performance. 
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Corporate Audio Demands High-End Sound 

By Chris Thomson Corporate, medical and political events 
are becoming ever more complex as 

meeting planners expect the speak-

ers presenting onstage to sound clear 

while integrating seamlessly with video, lighting 

and staging. In fact, the corporate-event sound 

engineer's skill set includes many of the funda-

mentals that concert sound mixers adhere to, and 

the consoles, loudspeakers and processing gear is 

increasingly of the same type and quality. While 

the majority of the job involves dealing with the 

low sound pressure level of the speaking voice, 

it's not uncommon to find an Ai working a press 

conference in the morning and then mixing Car-

los Santana for a Silicon Valley product launch in 
the afternoon. An event 1 recently engineered for 

commercial real-estate company CoStar required 

using all of the fundamental corporate audio 

skills, including proper speaker positioning, effec-

1 

Sound reinforcement for events 

in hotels and convention cen-

ters has been a huge industry 

for many years. It goes through 

cyclical up and downs, like 

most corporate-related servic-

. es, but right now it's only get-

ting bigger and more produc-

tion-oriented. Ballroom events, 

meeting rooms, multipurpose 

venues, video conferencing, 

telepresence—they're all prov-

ing a fertile ground for today's 

audio school graduate. Often, 

professional A/V companies 

are the first employer for many 

of the students graduating to-

day. Mix asked Chris Thomson, 

a 2002 graduate of Ex'Pression 

College for Digital Arts and 

now a technical coordinator at 

Swank Audio Visuals (swankay. 

corn) in San Francisco, to let us 

know what a typical day in the 

•  ro, life of a first job might look like. 

tive lavalier microphone placement, voice-specific 

EQ techniques, correct wireless RF programming, 

podium microphone compression and, finally, 

proper gain structure. 

CoStar's event was held in the ballroom of the 

Westin Market Street hotel in downtown San Fran-

cisco. The ballroom is an elegant 9,040-square-foot 

rectangular space measuring 114x8o feet. The setup 

day began at 7 a.m. I joined four of my Swank Audio 

Visuals co-workers to begin the gear push from our 

various storerooms located throughout the hotel. 

By 8 we were ready to begin the event setup, which 

called for three 17-foot, fast-fold, rear-projection 

screens, 6o feet of pipe and drape, two lighting trees 

and the sound system. 

The sound equipment included four Meyer 

Sound UPI loudspeakers for the mains, two Meyer 

UPMs for the front-fills, a 32-channel Midas Ven-

ice console, and an audio rack with the processing 

gear and wireless mic units. A crew from CoStar's 

IT department was providing (and setting up) 

the projectors and video-switching equipment. 

They were scheduled to arrive at 2. p.m. My team 

planned to be finished with the hard set so that the 

projection work could begin once they arrived. As 

three Swank workers assembled the lighting trees 

and projection screens, I teamed up with my audio 

assistant, Brandon, for the sound system setup. 
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the back center or the room—not ideal, with poten-

tial for greater-than-usual feedback problems. 
SPEAKER PLACEMENT 

First, I needed to examine the room's stage, seating 

and tech riser positioning, already set by the house 

according to the client-approved CAD diagram. The 

two things that stood out to me were the position of 

the tech table and how some audience sightline issues 

would dictate my speaker placement. The tech table 

was positioned on the stage-right wall. It is best to mix 

from the back of the room near the center, but in the 

corporate A/V world, side-wall tech tables are com-

mon. I positioned my 32-channel Midas on the end 

of the table furthest away from my planned speaker 

position so that I could hear a more on-axis sound. As 

Brandon rolled over the speaker cases and Ultimate 

speaker stands, 1 began plotting the best locations. 

This particular show called for the audience ta-

bles to be set fairly wide and not too far back from 

the large stage (32 feet wide). Also, the two outside 

17-foot-wide projection screens forced me to place 

the speakers further from the stage than usual. No 

truss today, so with this floor-based speaker set, I 

chose to cluster two speakers outside the screens in-

stead of splitting them due to sightline issues. 
To accommodate the video tech table, we had to 

set the speakers about two feet behind the front of 

the stage. It is almost always good practice to place 

the speakers in line with, or in front of the stage's 

front edge, but that was not possible for this show. 

Also, the wide set of the room tables in relation to the 

stage did not allow for delay speakers to make a dif-

ference. The two Meyer UPM front-fills placed on the 

stage were going to help, but for the most part sound 

would be coming from the two UPI clusters set wide, 

seven feet high, angled toward the stage more than 

usual, requiring that sound be pushed 70-plus feet to 

MICS AND EQ 

The microphone used for this corporate event (and 

most A/V events in general) was a wireless lavalier: a 

Shure UR4S. The obvious advantage of a wireless lav 

over a podium mic is mobility; the disadvantage is 

poor gain-before-feedback. The small-cap condens-

er element on these UR4S mics has the same cardi-

oid pattern element used in my favorite podium mic, 

the Shure mx418. The crucial difference is where the 

mics face the mouth. 

Two problems with a lay on clothing are low-end 

chest resonance and chin blockage. Placing the lay 

mic element about seven inches below the person's 

head is good practice. If it is too far down, the mic 

doesn't pick up as much of the voice, causing more 
feedback issues. If pinned too high, the mic picks up 

even less high end. Generally, the console preamp 

has to be pushed harder, and the high end (8 to 2o 

kHz) needs to be boosted. The extra gain will require 

more EQ adjustments. 

The equalization techniques required for a corpo-
rate event are quite different than the techniques used 

doing sound for a band. A presenter at a corporate 

event is just talking and sometimes a timid person will 

speak at a very low volume. This, compounded with 

the feedback-generating position of lay mics, requires 

a careful "ringing out of the room." It is often taught 

at audio schools that only four to five feedback fre-

quencies should be moderately notched out of your 

31-band or parametric EQ. This is a rule that I strongly 

believe in but rarely see followed by beginner sound 

engineers. Pulling too many frequencies (ones that 

are not actually feeding back) will just bring down the 

room's overall sound level and lead to descriptions like 

muddy, tin-like, fake, thin, etc. 

Although the compromised speaker placement 

at the CoStar event posed a feedback problem, 

I was able to get plenty of gain using careful and 

spare EQ adjustments. During the day, Brandon 

acted as a test speaker onstage. Soon I had rung 

out the feedback frequencies on my rack's 3i-band 

EQs. Next, I worked on the mic input channel 

strips of the Midas Venice. Boosting the strip's 

21cH z knob brought my assistant's voice "to life" 

with the high-end "air" that is the part of the hu-
man voice. Often there are multiple mics on at 

once, and the variety of presenters will need dif-
ferent adjustments. A good sound person should 

Positioning the Meyer UPI mains 

be able to dial in EQ adjustments \\ Rhin ,,cLon.k, 

of a speaker talking. 

Wireless microphone programming can be prob-

lematic in today's RF-bombarded airspace. In gen-

eral, most wireless mic transmitters will not send 

signal through more than two walls, so it is doubtful 

a mic kit being used in a hotel across the street is go-

ing to cause you any trouble. But all kits being used 

in your building should be set on different frequen-

cies and monitored closely. Most mic manufacturers 

have preset groups of frequencies that do not inter-
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fere with each other, but sometimes you are forced 

to use multiple group settings because of a lack of 

open RF channels on one group. In this case, you 

should turn on all the mics and test them to uncover 

any intermodulation problems. RF problems can be 

greatly reduced with proper preparation; however, it 

is a good idea to have a wired mic or extra wireless 

handheld available onstage in case hits occur. 

GAIN STRUCTURE 

Compressor technology comes in handy when am-

plifying the speaking voice. A person speaking into 

a podium mic should be standing with their head 

about a foot away. In reality, this is sometimes not 

the case. If they are too far back, a well-rung-out 

system will still pick up the person's voice. If they 

do the opposite and get their mouths too close, the 

microphone can be overloaded and create loud, 

boomy "plosive" sounds. Cutting some of the low 

end on the channel strip will help, but the main 

tool to fight this problem is a compressor. Com-

pressors have many uses when mixing a live band, 

but this is the main use when amplifying sound in 

the corporate setting. 

As I mentioned before, a lavalier mic in-

Typical EQ settings on the Midas 

put should be set to pick up strong level (good 

signal-to-noise ratio) without clipping (proper 

headroom). This method of setting a strong level 

should continue down the signal flow chain, 

through your preamp, EQ processing gear and all 

the way out to your speakers. Having a preamp set 

low will cause problems as boosting a weak signal 

down the chain can raise the noise floor. Another 

problem with a weak preamp level is you may not 

be able to see the channel's LEDs light up. These 

lights come in very handy when a group of people 

is onstage and you are riding the faders. Adding 

mics onstage will increasingly reduce the gain you 

have available. Every time you double the number 

of mics, you lose 3 dB of gain-before-feedback. For 

example, two open mics will lower your volume 3 

dB and eight mics will lower it 9 dB. This is quite a 

bit of volume loss; even the best sound person will 

be riding faders in this situation. 

CLIENT-APPROVED 

Sound engineers working in a corporate setting 

will face difficult situations. Meeting planners 

expect excellent results regardless of the room's 

shape, stage positioning, table setup and screen 

locations. And in many ways, with just a voice out 

front, clean audio is even more crucial. If you have 
a room of 40 venture capitalists and they are talk-

ing big deals, every word counts. 

Think back to what you learned in school, 

then apply it in the real world. The basics do mat-

ter: proper speaker positioning, effective lavalier 

microphone placement, human voice specific EQ 
techniques, correct wireless RF programming, po-

dium microphone compression and correct gain 

structure. Understanding these issues is necessary 

for success in the world of corporate sound. 
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By Gary Eskow 

THE HYBRID SCORE 
— Virtual Instrument Libraries for High-End Production 

Take the time machine back just a few years—to 2005, say, or 2006—and you will see that the model that compos-

ers working to picture followed was fairly universal. Their DAWs might differ, with Mac the preferred sequencer 

platform for most. Some worked on PCs, but most composers had multiple computers (up to a half-dozen or more) 

networked together. Limitations in speed, RAM and hard disk size made it impossible for them to produce scores 

under the time pressures that the industry imposed using only one or two computers. 

THE PANEL 

After spending a decade as 

senior music composer with 
Paramount Parks. ROB POTTORF 

moved into the film and 

television arena. His recent film 

projects include The Trial and 

Unrequited. 

New Jersey native KEVIN 

KUESCH is a composer and 

orchestrator who has lived in 

Los Angeles since 1996. Last 

year, Kliesch arranged Alan 

Menken's score to the Walt 

Disney animated film Tangled, 

and is currently working with 

Menken on the score to Mirror, 

Mirror The Untold Adventures 

of Snow White, starring Julia 

Roberts. 

Not that it was impossible to execute large 

orchestral tracks on one of these antiquated 

beasts. Even then, audio playback placed 

only a modest burden on a computer. If you 

wrote out detailed scores prior to turning 

on your box and were content with loading 

up just three or four virtual instruments at 

one time, with limited signal processors in-
_ 

line, impressive results were achievable. 

The doors have been blown open in the 

_ past year or two with the proliferation of 64- 

bit processors and large, cheap hard drives. 

DAVID NEWMAN is well known 

to Mix readers. In addition 

to scoring numerous major 

Hollyood films, Newman is a 

violinist and conductor. He was 

elected president of The Film 

Music Society in 2007 and, in 

2009 was given the Richard 

Kirk Award, designating 

outstanding contributions to 

film and television music. 

Florida resident COLIN 

O'MALLEY is an Enuny-

nominated composer who 

scores films, television projects 
and interactive games. His 

orchestral scores have been 

performed by a number of 

ensembles, and for the past 

several years O'Malley has 

worked as orchestrator and 

arranger for Yanni. 

And sample library developers responded. 

More articulations, greater realism, in-

terfaces that are smarter and easier to use 

abound. Though composers making a living 

scoring to picture still sprinkle several com-

puters around their studios, a single DAW— 

like the dual Athlon Windows 7 machine 

that ADK Pro Audio built for me two years 

ago—can hold lots of samples in resident 

memory, and it's Usain Bolt fast. 

Given the changes that have taken place 

during the past several years, Mix assembled 

Still shy of 30, NATHAN FURST 
already has an impressive list 

of credits under his belt. Furst 

scored Act of Valor, scheduled 

for release in February 2012, 

and has been contracted to 

write music for the Arnold 

Schwarzenegger vehicle Black 

Sands, which begins shooting 

in the spring. 

a panel of composers who make their living 

writing music for film, TV and games. What 

do they think of recent developments, and 

how have new technologies affected their 

workflow? 

Please describe your current workstation 

and compare it to the system you were using 

five years ago. 

Newman: Five years ago I had nine corn-
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puters running GigaStudio. Logic Pro was my 

DAW, which, of course, ran on a Mac, and I had 

some outboard gear, as well. Today, 1 can do w 

times more with only two networked comput-

ers tied to a 12-core Mac Pro. RAM capacity 

has expanded dramatically, and 64-bit plug-

ins have been a game-changer. It's getting very 

close to being transparent, where every sound 

you need is available at all times. 

0. le : I'm currently running Logic 9 on 

an 8-core Mac Pro with 32 gigs of RAM and 

SSD drives. 1 run a fair amount of instruments 

in Kontakt and EXS within Logic. 1 also have 

four slave PCs with SSD drives hooked up over 

Lightpipe to my Mac. 1 run all PLAY libraries 

and a few more instances of Kontakt on the 

PCs. I may be the odd man out here, but five 

years ago my setup wasn't that much differ-

ent. The computers were just a lot slower with 

less RAM. I was hopeful when I purchased 

my latest Mac Pro that I would be closer to 

a single-computer setup. It seems the pace of 

computer development has been equaled by 

the increasing demands of the samples we use. 

I definitely still need slaves, at least for a large 

orchestral template. 

Kliesch: Five years ago I ran three GigaStudio 

machines. My master computer was a Mac 

G5, and 1 ran Pro Tools on a Mac G4. In addi-

tion to these five computers, 1 had a MacBook 

Pro, which I used (and still do) as a spillover 

machine; 1'11 stick Storm Drum on there, some 

synth libraries, the Forest Kingdom library. In 

short, I had six computers back then and my 

studio's been streamlined down to two or three. 

Furst: My current system consists of two 

Mac Pro Harpertown 3GHz 8-core computers, 

each with 24 gigs of RAM and 4 to 5 terabytes 

of storage space. One runs Logic,and occasion-

ally Plogue Bidule behind it ( for Verb organiza-

tion via 1/o loop inserts on Logic buses). The 

other Mac Pro runs VE-PRO and Pro Tools. 

Pro Tools functions as a video playback solu-

tion, and 1 use it to print real-time stems from 

Logic's bus outs for final mixing or delivery. 

Pro Tools receives MTC and MMC via MOLCP 

from Logic so the workflow is seamless. The 

Mac Pros are mirrored so in the event that one 

system goes down, I can work with the other 

in a single-computer configuration, which can 

load the same Logic template with a few frills 

disabled. My system uses only two computers 

and it's far more powerful than the seven-

computer array 1 used to run! 

Pottorf: My current setup is a MacPro 

8-core with 32 GB of RAM for my main DAW 

and five satellite Macs networked to my main 

Mac Pro. In the near-future I'll be replacing my 

main Mac Pro with a new Mac Pro 2-core that 

has 96 GB of RAM. This new computer will 

allow me to retire all five of my satellite Macs. 

The new workstation will consist of just the 

Mac Pro 12 core and the Mac Pro 8-core, a net 

reduction of four computers. 

Strings lie at the heart of many film scores. 

What string libraries do you rely on? 

Pottorf: LA Scoring Strings and a few patches 

from VSL. LASS sounds great, and it's very easy 

to use. VSL requires more time than I generally 

have to spend, considering the huge time pres-

sures that 1 generally operate under. 

Furst: LASS, as well as a privately record-

ed library. In my opinion, nothing currently 

commercially available comes even close to 

the orchestration and production flexibility 

of LASS. 

Newman: EastWest's Hollywood Strings, 

VSL and some custom samples. 

O'Malley: Hollywood Strings, Spitfire 

Bespoke Strings, LASS. 

Kliesch: Hollywood Strings and to some 

extent VSL. East West really nailed it when it 

comes to legato string runs. 
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Others like to minimize the number of tracks 

and use controllers to switch between articula-
tions on a single tracks. Which work method 

do you use? 

Pottorf: This actually depends on the library. 

For example, Hollywood Brass patches are 

broken down into articulations as opposed to 

Cinebrass, which has all of the articulations in 

one patch, accessible either by velocity or key-

switching. I prefer velocity myself; it took a little 

getting used to but my creativity/workflow in-

creased tenfold. My track count has gone down 

considerably in the past three to five years. 

Newman: 1 use tracks for each individual 

articulation so that it's clear for the orchestra-

tor. However, I have lately been using lots of 

keyswitch patches, so I'm evolving my method. 

O'Malley: 1 prefer to have individual MIDI 

tracks for everything. It's more of a pain when 

things are going to be prepped for a live ses-

sion, but I'm simply used to having everything 

split out. If I'm going to obsess over a mockup, 

it just feels more natural to me to see every-

thing sitting in front of me. 

Kliesch: 1 use both methods. I've put in a lot 

of time trying to get my template streamlined, 

and now I use the mod wheel to switch between 
a staccato and legato sound, for example. With 

Dimension Brass, you have to use keyswitches; 

their matrices come predefined with them. 

Furst: I'd rather use more tracks. I've experi-
mented with both extensively, and for me the 

single violin instrument with zo keyswitches 

isn't a viable option. Separated tracks allows 
me to focus the CC controllers for specific 

articulations without worrying about neutral-

izing them for the different keyswitch, which 

would likely have different controller needs. 
Also, 1 find separate tracks (and therefore sepa-

rate regions) of articulations leaves less con-

fusion for orchestrator/copyists. Everything 

is labeled and clean, and 1 don't have to go 
through and hide keyswitch notes or anything. 

I manage the 500-plus track count with a com-

bination of track folders and grouping. 

Finally, the hushed question. Have we reached 

the point where sample libraries may in certain 

cases be better suited to a cue than live play-

ers would, even where budget allows for hir-

ing musicians, or are sampled libraries always 

a second option? 

The challenge of audio for music, film, video game 
production and live performances is hard work, but 
you love it! Welcome to the world of... 

AUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY! 

Attend our Open House January 14 

Classes start January 24, 20121 

••.e. 

Attend a four-year college that takes music as seriously 
as you do. Earn a degree in Business or Music with a 
concentration in Audio Recording Technology. 

MAKE 

YOUR 

LIFE! 

Newman: Samples keep getting better every six 

months or so. The choices you have now with 

regard to soundstaging, miking and so forth— 

the universe of sampled sounds is miles beyond 

what is was five years ago. That having been 
said, you cannot replace live players. It seems 

impossible to me. Also, you tend to compose 

for your best samples, which can be limiting in 

some ways if you are not careful. 
Kliesch: Not in my experience. I've been an 

orchestrator for 15 years and worked on over 

too films. Samples never sound as good as a 
real orchestrator, but the libraries are getting 

closer! We're not quite there yet. 

Pottorf: As a film composer, your first choice 

is always live. There's nothing like the feel, the 

sound and interaction of a live orchestra. Now, 
that being said, libraries are getting so good that 

you can pull off a score that will fool 95 percent 

of the audience. And I don't throw that number 

around carelessly because I do it on a constant 

basis. In the "old days," you would have to "write 

around" certain samples (especially brass) because 

it was easier than trying to make a trumpet line 

sound convincing. But these days that's becoming 

less and less of a problem. Libraries are becoming 
so good that you can create an entire score right 

out of your box. Or if you have a little extra in your 

budget, you can use a smaller live [ensemble] and 

really have a fantastic-sounding track. There's no 

limit to what you can do anymore. 
0' N. : Our standards keep getting high-

er and higher. As composers obsessing over 

samples, we're constantly training ourselves 

to listen in greater levels of detail. As librar-
ies have advanced, so have our ears. In that 

way, my enthusiasm for sample libaries has 
remained about the same. I'm still equally 

frustrated by them in many ways. The better 

I've gotten at using samples, the more 1 realize 

the necessity of live players. 
Furst: 1 regret to admit that in a couple 

of instances I have in fact recorded with live 

instruments and went back to the MIDI. A 
good example is a jazzy action cue 1 was doing 

with live strings, and I had written a lot of 

swinging syncopated question-and-response 

stuff between the celli, violas and second vio-

lins. The timing and energy was better with my 

MIDI (I never quantize) than I was able to get 

with the group. Sonically, they sounded exactly 

the same. I should stress that in every instance 

I think 1 could have gotten the live guys to 

where they need to be, just not in the time I'd 

allotted to recording that cue. 
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VIENNA MIR PRO is the first ever whole-space mixing solution based on Multi Impulse Response 

(MIR) convolution. Its direct integration with VIENNA ENSEMBLE PRO 5 makes it the ultimate 

mixing and reverberation tool. Forget two-dimensional faders and pan pots — simply use the 
MIR Control Icon to change volume or stereo width and rotate instruments within a fluid three-
dimensional environment on the virtual stage. 3 party plug-in hosting, audio inputs, LAN capability. 
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By Gino Robair 

WELCOME TO THE ROBAIR REPORT 2.0 
Where Musicians and Technology Meet 

W
elcome to the "Robair Report" 2.0. 
Starting this month, the "Report" 

is back and covering a broad range 

of topics for the recording musi-

cian. "The Robair Report," originally launched online 

by Electronic Musician, focused on the gear and tech-

niques we use in our personal studios and out in the 

world, whether we're recording shows, doing pre-production or sampling 
environmental sounds. Version 2, however, will work from the perspective 

of the recording musician, navigating the confluence of pro and prosumer 

gear that promises unprecedented capabilities for working with sound. In 

addition, the new "Report" will encompass print, online and the occasion-

al tweet to keep you in the loop with late-breaking news. 

But while the changes in technology seem to be 

accelerating, the core issues of sound recording re-

main constant. I'll look at the practical applications 
and the ramifications of emerging technologies 

rather than simply tout new products. For example, 
in the first installment, I noted how the overuse of 

pitch correction seems to have given us—music cre-

ators and consumers alike—a more accute aware-
ness of pitch. While I admit that my assertion was 

completely anecdotal, the idea is worth considering 
because audiences know more about the recording 

process now than at any time in the history of re-

corded music: The average listener is hip to studio trickery. 
ln fact, it's likely that a greater percentage of our listeners have partici-

pated in some form of musicking (a term coined by the late Christopher 

Small to indicate all forms of musical activity, from listening to playing) 

than previous generations. Consider the cornucopia of sound-related soft-

ware products available for computers and mobile devices that are aimed 

at non-specialists. Then wrap your head around the fact that a reported 

2 million people (mashable.com/2on/u/o6/t-pain-autotune) have down-

loaded one of T-Pain's consumer-oriented pitch-correction apps for i0S. 

l'm not pointing this out because I want to villify the technologies that 

are used pejoratively as 'verbs such as "auto-tuning." I'm interested in ex-
ploring how we use these tools to create music, and how their use changes 

the ways we work, listen and create. I think we can all agree that the gear 

itself isn't to blame for music we dislike, although it can (and very often 

does) influence what we do. 
I'm also a firm believer that gear does not necessarily become outdated 

or obsolete simply because a new techonology comes along to "replace" 

it: Although we have the potential to work in a 64-bit recording environ-

I'm interested in explor-

ing how we use these 

tools to create music and 

how their use changes 

the way we work, listen 

and create. 

ment, it doesn't mean than a 32-bit system is less able to capture an in-

spired performance. Anything that can record, reproduce or alter sound is 

fair game. And I mean anything. 
Consider analog nssette tape and all the artifacts that pertain to it 

ln the right hands, the medium becomes a nonlinear filter. Low-cost 
toys and consumer electronics are sources and processors just waiting to 

be explored, and that's before they've been hacked and circuit-bent. But 

I'm not referring to the fringe audio-playground of unknown indie musi-

cians. Artists and enginners from the trenches to the Grammys are check-

ing their technological biases at the door, having answered the question 

of whether something is analog or digital, high or low resolution, with a 

"Who gives a f#%@. Let's make music." We've reached the technological 
point of all-fi, where we can embrace any fidelity or resolution. All that's 

needed is the creativity to see the musical potential. 

I'm fortunate enough to teach audio recording 

classes at a local college, so I get a weekly reality 

check of what's possible from the next generation 

of artist/engineers who lack the biases that many 
of my peers have about how things should sound. 

With blissful ignorance about the history of the re-

cording sciences, my students grasp the full poten-

tial of the latest technologies quickly, unfettered by 

such trivialities as the collapse of traditional distri-

bution models, while taking full advantage of what 

social networking offers. 

And they're savvy about the marriage of sound and visuals, using what-

ever tools they can find to create a video for their latest song, or a song for 

their latest video. In their world, the segregation of audio and video cre-

ation, like the divide between being an engineer and a musician, is disap-

pearing as quickly as the polar ice cap. And it won't be long before college 

courses cover both subjects in the same class. 

Okay, I know many of you are rolling your eyes and saying to yourself 

that most DAWs are already bloated with features, and the last thing we 
need is to add the deep feature-set of a video-editing app. Fine. Tell that to 

my students who, while still in their teens, have already mastered Reason, 

Live and at least one of the major DAWs while having the chops to edit 
video in Final Cut or Premiere. Whoever comes up with the all-in-one app 

that sells for $99 or less could do for MI what Steve Jobs did for online 

music distribution. 
The "Robair Report" is intended to be a conversation that extends be-

yond the two of us. My goal is to explore the topics that are on the minds 
of musicians and engineers who are trying to keep focused on the music 

rather than getting distracted by the technology. 
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Reen-gineering the Two Channe 

It's hard to know where to start with Hilo, so let's begin 

with the most important — audio quality. Hilo is the best 

sounding converter ever made by Lynx. The pristine, open, 

transparent audio quality of Aurora has been kicked up a 

notch or two, for mastering quality AD and DA conversion 

using Lynx's BiLynear' conversion technology. 

Hilo completely redefines the two channel converter genre. In addition 

to the primary analog Line Out, Hilo provides Monitor and Headphone 

outputs. Digital outputs include USB, AES/EBU, S/PDIF coax, S/PDIF 

optical, and ADAT. To top it off, each output has its own unique mix of 

all input sources courtesy of the 32-channel internal mixer. 

Hilos headphone technology adds a world-class headphone amplifier 

to the mix. It is capable of driving today's low- impedance headphones 

with extremely low distortion while maintaining accurate inter-channel 

gain matching. 

With all of the options available, it was obvious that the standard 

push-button/LED meter front panel would not be sufficient to control 

and monitor all that Hilo can do. As we called each other on our touch 

screen cell phones, the answer became obvious. Hilos innovative LCD 

touch screen monitors and controls all routing, metering, and settings. 

Converter. 

This high resolution screen allows Lynx to provide the analog style 

meter seen here, as well as several bar style meters. 

Hilo is open-ended as no other converter has ever been. The 

updatable FPGA-based design and versatility of the LCD screen allow 

Hilo to accommodate enhancements to features, screens, functions, 

and utilities. The LSIot expansion port provides an upgrade path to 

future interface protocols as they become available. So the Hilo you 

buy today will be continually improved and morph into a device that 

will also meet your needs in the future. 

Hilo can be powered by Al 

or optional oc battery pack 

Hilo — reengineered to offer you audio 

quality, control and versatility never before 

available in a two channel converter. 

STUDIO 
TECHNOLOGY www.lynxstudio.com 
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Touch Me, Hear Me 

Roland's (rolandus.com) 

latest handheld recorder of-

fers a bevy of groundbreak-

ing features, including a 

i6oxi6o-dot touchscreen, 

two pairs of built-ln mies 

and 6-channel simultaneous 

recording. The R-26 ($599) 

records up to 96 kHz/24-bit 

(BWF) and MP3. The inter-

nal transducers feature a 

pair of omnidirectional and 

directional X/Y mks that 

record directly to an SD or 

SDHC format card. I/O in-

cludes Mini-B-type USB con-

nector, stereo inputs (XLR/ 

TRS combo type), XLR type 

(phantom-powered), 1/4 -inch 

TRS phone-type (balanced/ 

unbalanced) and plug-in-

powered mie input (stereo 

miniature phone-type). The 

recorder is powered by an 

AC adaptor Alkaline battery 

(AA, LR6) x4 or rechargeable 

Ni-MH battery (AA, HR6) 

x4, and ships with Cakewalk 

SONAR LE (Windows). 

VIENNA ENSEMBLE 
PRO 5 WITH MIR PRO 
Double Dippin'  

The team at Vienna Symphonic Library (vsl. 

coat) has integrated two technologies and 

workflows to bring users Vienna Ensemble 

PRO 5 with one-click integration of Vienna 
MIR PRO. Vienna Ensemble PRO is a cross-
platform mixing host with MIDI and audio 

LAN capability, hosting Vienna Instruments 

as well as third-party 64-bit and 32- bit VSTi/ 

AU plug- ins. PRO 5 offers full surround 

support adhering to ITU standards (up to 

7.1), touch parameter automation for total 
control of all plug- ins on slave computers, 

and a Transport function to start/stop the se-

quencer from within Vienna Ensemble PRO 5. 

The newest feature is the optional integration 
of Vienna MIR PRO, the first whole-space mixing and reverberation solution based on Multi-Impulse Response 

convolution that was released in the summer of 2oo9. Vienna Ensemble PRO 5 supports AU/VST/VST3/RTAS, and 

comes with three licenses for setting up a network of up to four computers. An additional license of Epic Orches-

tra, a free 9GB Grand Orchestra Sample Pack. is included. 
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UNIVERSAL AUDIO UAD 
VERSION 6.1 SOFTWARE 
New LittleLabs, MXR Plug-Ins 
New to the quickly growing UAL) platform ot plug-ins are the MXR Manger/Doubler Plug- In 

($199) and the Little Labs Voice of God (VOG) Bass Resonance Tool ($149), as well as en-

hancements to Pro Tools workflow and the Ampex ATR-m2 Mastering Tape Recorder plug-
in. The MXR Hanger/Doubler replicates the sound of the classic processor with its signature 

flanging, doubling and delay effects. The Little Labs-authenticated Voice of God (VOG) 
plug-in for the UAD-2 platform accurately models the sonic characteristics of this unique 3oo 

Series hardware audio processor in every detail. The VOG is used to target and accentuate 
low-frequency material, from vocals to bass guitar and drums—adding both heft and preci-

sion far beyond a simple EQ. Available for purchase via UA's (uaudio.com) Online Store. 

SLATE DIGITAL VIRTUAL 
TAPE MACHINE 
Famous Emulations  

Slate Digital ( slatedigital.com) has released the newest plug-
in in their Virtual Analog series. The Virtual Tape Machine 

authentically re-creates the sound of two analog tape machines: 

a 2-inch 16-track from NRG Studios and a 1/2 -inch 2-track from 

mastering engineer Howie Weinberg. Each tape machine allows 
the user to choose input drive, bias, tape type, tape speed, group settings and output. All of the algorithms were developed by 

master DSP designer Fabrice Gabriel. and were thoroughly tested against their hardware counterparts to ensure that even the 

most overdriven levels matched sonically. The ATM is Mac/PC, RTAS, VST, and AM, and is available first quarter, 2012. 

64 m Ix mixonline.com 
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REAL SOUND LAB CONEQ WORKSHOP 3.2 
EQ for Your Room 

The latest update to the CONEQ Workshop software from Real Sound Lab ( real-

soundlab.corri includes equal feature sets across Mac and Windows software ver-
sions, filter export to third-party products, improved APEQ-8pro DIO support and 
multi-language support (English and Chinese in this version). New features of the 
CONEQ P2/P8/P2pro/P8pro plug-ins 1.2.0 include unlimited number of instances 
within a project (limitation only on the number of simultaneously filtered channels), 
renaming of the channel names and better support for non-standard VST hosts. Visit 
the Website for pricing info on all the available products. 

TASCAM IM2 STEREO MICROPHONE 
Big Sounds In Your " i"  

Developed specifically for recording high-quality stereo audio into your iPad, 
iPhone or iPod Touch, the pocket-sized iM2. (879) stereo mie from TASCAM (tas-
cam.com) sports a pair of condenser microphones—the sanie transducers in the 
company's DR Series recorders. The microphones are adjustable over I8o degrees, 

and are powered by onboard preamps and digitized by TASCAM A/ D converters. 

The iM2 can handle up to 125dB SPI, and comes with a stereo brickwall limiter to 
tame sudden spikes. The portable unit is powered through the dock connector so 
no battery is required, and a USB input is provided to charge your Apple iOS de-
vice for long recordings. either through a computer or TASCAM's PS-P515U power 

adapter. A PCM Recorder app, a perfect companion to the iM2, will be available 
soon on the iTunes store at no charge. 

SAFE SOUND TRACKING TOOLBOX 
Desktop Front End  

This three- trick pony from Sate Sound saiesuundaudio.Lunn is line pie/ 
compressor/limiter meant to replace the company's first product, the Ps. 
The Tracking Toolbox (8999) features a Class-A discrete transistor mic 
preamp feeding a second servo IC stage to boost gain past 70 dB; peak-ride 
compression with fully adjustable threshold, ratio and attack; and "follow 

audio" controlled release time and automatic makeup gain. The fixed thresh-
old limiter combines program-related elements of "look-ahead" dynamic 
threshold control with dynamic adjustment of attack time. Other features 
include a hi-Z instruisent input, a stereo monitor section and high-quality 
headphone amp offering zero-latency monitoring and a mo-percent analog 

power supply with a toroidal transformer feeding three zoo-percent linear 
power voltage regulators. It is distributed in the U.S. by ZenPro Audio (ze-
nproaudio.com). 
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TC ELECTRONIC LM6 METER PLUG-IN 
Peak Experience 

With TC Electronic's (tcelectrom‘.,..oim Hen L.\10 Racial Loudness :\ IcLei S599, 
8399 crossgrade) plug-in, audio professionals on a Mac or PC can now meter all 
mono, stereo and 5.1 productions inside the box (AU, RTAS or VST). The user 

interface of the LM6 plug-in is similar to TC radar meters for other platforms, 
like the LM5D for Pro ToolsIHD. LM6 shows loudness history in a single, easy-
to-read radar-like view and employs a fully synchronous, high-headroom de-
sign to also show true-peak warnings and true-peak bar graphs correctly. The 
plug-in conforms with all of the major broadcast standards based on Leq(K)— 
e.g., ITU BS.177o-2., ATSC A/85 and EBU R128 (August 2011 update). No addi-
tional hardware is required other than an iLok 2 USB Key for licensing. 

tc electronic 

LOFS 

00:03:58 

Program Loudn. 
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New Sound Reinforcement Products  

YAMAHA 

Onboard System 

CLAIR GLOBAL CF 1090 
FRACTAL ANTENNA 
Advancing Wireless Systems  
In the summer of 2010, Clair Global (clairglobal.com) acquired Wire-

less First. Both the company's founder, Kevin Sanford, and his chief 
engineer, Josh Flower, have been working on a new wireless antenna 
in their shop for several years, along with Dr. Nathan Cohen, founder 
of Fractal Antenna Systems Inc. Using fractal technologies, whereby 
self-similar scaling of antenna elements reduces housing size and 
increases frequency range, the CF 1090 is circular-polarized and orientation insensitive. The CF 1090 is band-

Tuning optimized for communications, wireless microphones and wireless monitoring systems. At 15x15x2.7 inches and 
This processing card from four pounds, the CF 1090 is easy to mount in a multitude of ways. Bench\ idth span,: .47o to 928 MHz, and half-

Yamaha (yamahaca.com) power beam width measures 90 degrees. 

adds Lake Technology to 
PM5D, PM5D-RH, M7CL, 
LS9, DM2000, DMr000, 
o2R96 and orV96 digital 

consoles, as well as DSP5D 
Expander, DME24N/64N 

processors and TXn power 
amplifiers. Features include 
Mesa EQ Ideal Graphic EQ, 
linear-phase crossover and 
other tuning elements. The 
card offers up to 8 inputs/8 
outputs in Mesa mode (sys-

tem EQ), 4 inputs/12 outputs 
in Contour mode (crossover) 

or a combination of the 

two. Flexible I/O configura-
tion via the console's insert 
points and the card's AES/ 

EBU connectors, along with 
the ability to run at 96, 88.2, 
48 or 44.1 kHz, makes it easy 
to integrate Lake Processing 
into any live sound system. 
Multiple cards can be used 

in Yamaha products that 
support multiple card slots 

Lake Controller software 
installed on a compatible 

Windows PC allows control 
of the MY8-LAKE and other 

Lake devices in the system, 
while close compatibility 

with Srnaart contributes to 

efficient speaker system tun-
ing. More than 1,000 speaker 

presets are accessible. The 
MY8-LAKE will be available 

spring 2012 with a target 
MSRP of $3,200. 

FUTURE SONICS MG6PRO 
EAR MONITORS 

COMMUNITY VLF SERIES 
Low End Covered  
New additions to the Community (community pro.com) VLF 

Series of subwoofers include the dual 8-inch VLFzo8LV, 
single is-inch VLFils and single 18-inch VLF118. The 

VLFzo8LV (portable and install) measures lox2.1.75x21.75 
inches, has a frequency response down to 40 Hz (-3 dB), 
an operating range to 30 Hz (-io dB) and 1,000-watt pro-

gram. The latter two offer powerful bass with a half-space 
sensitivity of 98 dB. The VLF115 handles 1,5ooW program 

(operating range of 25Hz-,kHz), while the VLF118 handles 
2,000W program (operating range of 26Hz-IkHz). All three 
models can be used in portable or install situations. 

Listen Up 
Future Sonic's (futuresonics.com) mg6pro 13mm Ear Monitors, cel-

ebrating 25 years, now feature the company's new MG6pro ($900) 
13mm proprietary miniature dynamic transducers. The custom-

made models are multi-driver and crossover- free, delivering full-

range audio for use onstage, in the studio and with personal media 
players. Features include 18-2ok Hz TrueTimbre Response, 32-ohm 
impedance, 112dB sensitivity and +/-24dB ambient noise rejection. 
To upgrade to the mg6pro 13mm Dynamics, services are available 

for $ 199. 

66 MD( \i Ak mixonline.com 



Jim McGorman 
Producer. Singer songwriter. Multi-

instrumentalist and musical director. 

From project studio to the world's stage, 

artists like Avril Lavigne, VVeezer, 

Shakira, and Poison choose Jim. 

And Jim chooses Sterling microphones. 

STERLING. Capture the moment. 

4- 1 

Sterling ST694 
Class A Tube 

STERLING 
See our Jim McGorman interview at 

YouTube.com/SterlingMicrophones or visit sterlingaudio.net 
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WORLD CLASS AUDIO I WORLD CLASS SERVICE 

PROAC STUDIO 100 
Few compact loudspeakers offer 
such a clean uncolored performance 
and remarkable transparency. With 
virtually flat frequency response and 
negligible distortion, the Studio 100 is 
one of the most accomplished com-
pact performers on the market today. 

eProAc 

BAE 1073 DMP 
PORTABLE MIC PRE 
Endorsed by the pros. 

loved by many. Now YOU 
cén take the legendary 
1073 sound anywhere 
from the studio to the 

stage with the portable 
DMP mic pre, complete 

with Dl input. 

STERLING MODULAR 
VERSA II RACKING SYSTEMS 
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MILLENNIA Sn-1 RECORDING CHANNEL 
A robust and versatile channel strip offering Millennia's exclusive "Twin 
Topology" design, delivering both tube and solid state circuits in the 

same box and letting you make the choice. 

Millennia 
M LI SIC f Media Syst,-ii, 

TELEFUNKEN ELEKTROAKUSTIK 
ELA M 260 TUBE STEREO SET 
Telefunken Elektroakustik's small-

diaphragm ELA M 260 tube 
microphone is arguably one 

of the best recording tools for 
acoustic and classical music. 

hILEFUNKEN ELEKTROAKUSTIK 
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AUDIO ACCESSORIES SHORTI 
QUICK-SWITCH PATCHBAY TO DB25 

Professional grade 2X48 audio patchbay terminated to DB25s. 
Pinned out to allow direct connection to Pro Tools and other 

popular pro audio gear. Quick-Switches on rear of unit to allow 
reconfigurable normals and grounds. 

audio accessories 
 audio-11ns 

tom o 

FREE SHIPPING 

'EASY „FINANCING() EAS`l 
RETURN 

Later 



FREE TWO-YEAR WARRANTY 
Most new items covered for two years. Recycle today! 

TRADE OR SELL YOUR GEAR 

SHADOW HILLS 
MONO OPTOGRAPH 500 

COMPRESSOR 
The Mastering Compressor's Optical 
section adapted for 500 Series racks. 

Feature-packed for tracking and 
mixing. Phenomenal compression for 

bass and vocals. 

shadow hills 

«noon's/me.. 
mum.« 

PURPLE AUDIO MCT7 LIMITING AMPLIFIER 
Considered by many to be the most accurate Urei 1176 replica to 
date, the Purple Audio MC77 sacrifices nothing in bringing you the 

classic tone, feel, and warmth of the original. 

PRISM SOUND ORPHEUS FIREWIRE INTERFACE 
All-in-one FireWire interface solution for your DAW. Includes eight-
channel AD/DA, four mic pres and "over-killer" limiters on every 

channel, plus a host of other cutting-edge features. 

C) 
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Let Us Service Your Gear 
Repair, customize, refurbish & install. 

Visit our TECH SHOP 
vintageking.comItech-shop 

FREE SHIPPING 
Online orders. 

NEW! ANTELOPE AUDIO ECLIPSE 384 
MASTERING AD/DA CONVERTER 

Game-changing Trinity clocking, ultra-pristine A/D & D/A converters, 
combined with a highly-versatile monitoring section. You'll wonder how 

you ever made music without one. 

,1149 
Antelope 

BAREFOOT SOUND 
MICROMAIN27 
Used by top recording, mastering 
and mix engineers and revered 
for their detail, accurate image, 
impressive output and superb 
translation. Barefoot monitors are 
the most versatile in the world. 

13.4128F T 
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TONELUX 1628 DISCRETE CONSOLE 
"The 1628 has the warmth you want from a vintage desk combined 

with modern clarity." - Ryan Hewitt 

GET A FREE 500 SERIES RACK! 
WHEN YOU BUY FOUR NEW 500 SERIES MODULES 

Contact us today! I 888.653.1184 I info@vintageking.com 
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Tech // reviews 
PRESONUS STUDIO ONE PRO VERSION 2 
New Features, Including Direct Melodyne Integration 
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t the end of 2009, 1 first became familiar with Studio 
One and was immediately impressed with the over-

all look, ease of use and extensive features. The next 
upgrade, Version 1.5, added QuickTime movie im-

ports, uploads to SoundCloud integrated into the mastering suite, 

"time stretching" and numerous other tweaks and improvements in 

response to user feedback. My expectations were high for V. 2, re-

viewed here, especially with radical innovations like the first DAW 

implementation of Celemony's Melodyne ARA technology, which 

seamlessly integrates the popular pitch-correction software into Stu-

dio One. 

MELODYNE INTEGRATION 

Studio One's new Melodyne integration is powerful. Instead of 

transferring audio into Melodyne, tweaking it and then rendering 

it, any region can simply be invited to "Edit With Melodyne." At 

that point, the Melodyne interface appears in a window much like 

the Studio One Waveform Editor window, the audio is analyzed 

and you can process Melodyne pitch and time correction in place. 

4 
• 
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The Melodyne window can be closed, and then you can return to 

the Melodyne window later and pick up where you left off. So far, 

sounds no different than what you are used to, right? 

The novelty comes from the fact that now, that region, 

whose pitch has been corrected, can be dragged, nudged or 

trimmed in the regular audio timeline, and upon returning 

to the Melodyne editor there is no need to re-transfer. The 

Melodyne edits are locked to the region, or even the audio 

underlying the region, and no longer to the transferred audio 

recorded into the plug-in. The region in the Edit window 

will display its Melodyne information in an appearance like 

looking at a MIDI region on top of an audio region. Any 

Melodyne operation can be undone or done differently at 

will. This is absolutely a great concept, and at times it was 

incredibly useful; however, I'm eager to see this idea evolve 

even further. For example, the tools in the Melodyne edi-
tor can't be accessed with any keyboard shortcuts. Zooming 

using shortcuts is also unavailable in the Melodyne editor. 

Eventually, I would love to see the PreSonus tools and short-

TRY THIS 
Studio One Version 
2 came with a bunch 
of new instruments 
and sounds. The 

Vintage Keys bundle 
includes virtual in-
strument models of 

electric pianos styled 
around classic Fender 

Rhodes-type sounds. 
Running these sounds 
through the updated 
Ampire guitar amp 

simulator, you'll hear 
some great gritty 

sounds that really 
warm up a mix. 
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THE POWER 
TO REACH 
YOUR GOALS 
NewBay Media provides the information you need 
to know — and the audience you need to reach — in 
the Broadcast & Video, Professional Audio, Musical 

Instruments, Systems Integration, and K-12 Education 
markets. Our services help readers, service providers, 
manufacturers, and associations reach their full poten-
tial, and exceed their expectations. 

W. ONE GOAL. YOURS. 
We are here to help you succeed in any way we can — 
whether it is through our unique online and print media 
or our award-wining events and custom publications. 

Learn more at www.nbmedia.com, or contact Carmel 

King, Executive Vice President, at cking a nbmedia.com. 
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Studio One includes plug-ins like the IR Maker 
and the Open Air convolution reverb. 

• lf • 

Request your FREE 
512-page catalog today! 

cuts apply to the integrated Melodyne editor, creat-

ing a truly connected experience. 
As cool as the new integration of Melodyne is, 

I did have some issues. I first tried the Melodyne 

editor on an old session that I had originally 

recorded using Studio One V. 1.5. At that point, 

the software didn't offer multitake comping. Back 

then, 1 recorded vocal takes on different tracks and 

then manually solo'd, chopped and comp'd to one 

track. I selected all the regions of the first verse, 

which had been comp'd starting with a piece of 

Take 3, then a word or two from Take 2, back to 

Take 3 and then it finished with Take 1. With all 

of these regions selected, I chose the "Edit With 

Melodyne" command, but instead of loading the 
whole verse into the Melodyne editor, only the last 

region in the selection was loaded. 
Melodyne displayed the entire underlying audio 

passage of Take i and highlighted the section that 

was actually being used in the track. Naturally, only 

that highlighted section was audible during play-

back. Technically, this was correct, and if 1 manipu-

lated the underlying audio that was not being used 

in that particular region, it still updated any other 

region using the same audio. The result, though, 

was that 1 had to pitch-correct the verse region by 

region if 1 wanted to take advantage of the new style 

of editing, making it a cumbersome process to try 

to hear and adjust the pitch effects while playing 

back the rest of the tracks in the session. In the 
end, 1 found it much more advantageous to simply 

transfer into a regular plug-in instance the old way, 

and there the entire passage could be listened to in 

the context of the song. 

COMPING PLUS 

Studio One V. 2 offers multitake comping, which 
looks and performs nearly identically to Pro Tools 

playlist comping, just a little bit better and a little bit 

worse. The "layers," as Studio One calls "playlists," 

are multi-colored, and a little arrow button near the 

track name shoots the selected take up to the main 

layer. Unfortunately, if you select only one word 

within a particular region and hit the arrow button, 

that doesn't matter: The whole region will move up 

to the main playlist. It didn't take long to find a key-

board shortcut to "copy range to track," only mov-
ing the selected audio to the master playlist. Where 

Studio One gets even better than Pro Tools comping 

is that rather than having to solo a layer and press 

spacebar to hear that take, simply Option + click-
ing a region auditions that layer in Studio One. Best 

of all, when using the multitake comping function, 

the result is a lot of pieces of a lot of takes all sitting 

on one track. If all of those regions are selected and 

commanded to "Edit With Melodyne," the function 

behaves like you would otherwise expect it to. All re-

gions will play consecutively in the editor, and pitch 

correction is practical and convenient. 

TIGHTENING TIMING 

Another highly anticipated pair of features is the 

ability to add silence between sound events and to 

quantize audio to a grid. The Strip Silence feature of-
fers one of the crudest versions of that function that 
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I've come across in any DAW. Anyone that has used 

Pro Tools or Nuendo to extract or eliminate noise 

between snare hits, for example, is used to graphic 

feedback showing what will be kept, what will be 
trimmed and how tight the chopping will be while 

adjusting settings. Studio One gives no indication of 

what is going to happen, aside from numbered values 

for the threshold, minimum duration, pre- and post-

roll (region start and end pad), and auto-generated 

fade lengths. It's up to you to guess, attempt, undo, 

tweak and try again. 1 found this to be difficult at best. 

The Quantize function, akin to Beat Detective, 

was implemented with far more grace. Studio One 

V. 2 introduces "audio bending," which behave 

very much like Logic's Flex Time. Flex Time was 

the jaw-dropping feature that allowed you to set 

up anchor points within a waveform and stretch 

individual sections, not the entire waveform. This 

feature is great for holding notes in vocals for extra 

time, sustaining guitar chords a bit longer and—as 

Logic and now Studio One use it—quantizing 

drum hits. Multitracked drums in Studio One can 

be grouped, transients can be detected, and the 

whole set can be phase-coherently quantized to a 

grid, tastefully squeezing decays to accommodate 

the shifting of attacks into place. 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: PreSonus 

PRODUCT: Studio One Pro Version 2 

WEBSITE: presonus.com 

PRICES: Studio One Pro 2, $399, upgrade from 

Pro], $149 

PROS: The shortcomings of V.] have been re-

solved and it still sounds great. 

CONS: Strip silence and Melodyne ARA have 

room for improvement. 

OTHER ODDS AND ENDS 

Studio One V. 2 includes many other small, yet 

strong improvements. Groups of tracks can be 

packaged into a collapsible folder in the Edit win-

dow, making it easier to manage the workspace. 

A track list on the left-hand side of the screen 

lets you show and hide tracks, as Pro Tools us-

ers would be accustomed. A tone generator was 

added and done well. It does the usual sine, saw, 

rectangle and noise, but adds tone sweeps and 

bends. Ampire XT, the guitar amp emulator, got a 

major overhaul, adding convolved cabinet designs 

and mic placement. The most exciting new plug-

in pair is the 1R Maker and the OpenA1R convolu-

tion reverb. Collecting impulses is a breeze with 

1R Maker, and organizing them is made easy with 

the plug-in. Using your own models in OpenAIR 

is as easy as dragging and dropping. The new Dual 

Pan plug-in provides for each channel of a stereo 

track, like you would find in Pro Tools—a wel-

come addition. 

The mastering suite also got some improvements. 

Now a project can be completed, burned to a refer-

ence disc, sent for duplication as a DDP file and still 

be released on Sound Cloud as MP3s. I am glad to see 

the new DDP option. I'd love to see AAC exports in 

the near future, and maybe real-time codec audition-

ing like we've seen from the Sonnox Fraunhofer suite. 

Out of the gate, Studio One aimed to provide 

"All Muscle, No Bloat," and served that mission well. 

ln V. 2, the menus are lengthier, big new features are 

flashy and it's packed with strong, subtle improve-

ments. If the company commits to staying trim, 

fixing the quirks of already-included features and 

simply adding little niceties along the way, 1 think 

there is a bright future ahead. 

Brandon Hickey is a freelance engineer and audio 

educator. 

Connect PCIe Cards to your Mac 
using Thunderbolt" Technology 

ExpressBox 3T 

rwi 

Three PCIe Expansion Slots, 220W Power Supply 

10Gbps Thunderbolt Technology, daisy-chain 6 devices 
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By Kevin Becka 

Tech reviews 

RETRO POWERSTRIP CHANNEL STRIP 
Versatile, Vintage, Valve Signal Chain 

111111leb-

S
orne manufacturers produce products that 
are the best one-trick ponies money can buy, 

while others attempt to pack a wide range of 

features into a rackmountable or desktop unit. 

The Retro Powerstrip channel strip adheres to the lat-

ter philosophy with great results and no corners cut. The 

Powerstrip features a tube preamp with lots of clean gain; 

a Pultec-style, 2-band passive tube EQ; and variable-mu 

tube compressor in a two-rackspace unit. 

As with other Retro gear, the build is rock solid with a chas-

sis sporting knobs, dials, meters and even the colors looking 

like they came from military hardware. All mic and line 1/0 

are fully floating and transformer balanced. There are features 

you'd expect like switchable phantom power, polarity reverse 
and an adjustable meter, as well as others that tube-heads will 

love, like the ability to use current production and new-old-

stock tubes with no alignment needed after a tube swap. The 

unit's I/O is versatility defined: You can use the rear XLR mic 

input and line-level input for recording and mixing, or the 

front-mounted instrument DI, which can exit line-level or 
through the bonus instrument level output to go straight to a 

guitar or bass amp for live use, or both. 

LET'S GET DELICIOUS 

The signal flow on the Powerstrip is not linear like some 

916501. WO, 

The Holm Powerstrip brings tube 

personality-plus through its preamp. 
EQ and compressor sections. 

three- in-one units, meaning gain on the left goes to corn-

pressor, to the right 

For instance, the mic/line/instrument input 

selector is on the far- left of the unit, but the 

gain is set on the far-right—separate input 

and output knobs let you drive the output 

with tube goodness, if you desire. 1 liked how 

much gain I could get out of it, even when us-

ing a passive ribbon, without any hiss, which 

is remarkable for a tube preamp. 

The switchable EQ on the left of the unit 

offers separate low and high bands. The 

Pultec passive style means you can boost or 

cut, or boost and cut, creating unique EQ 

effects. I found myself loving the 6oHz and 

iooHz settings when 1 was cutting bass gui-

tar or kick drum. Passive EQs always take 

quite a bit of boost to be apparent, but they 

are very forgiving and easy to use. The HF 

section offers a lot more versatility with 10 

frequency choices as opposed to only four in 

the LF section. There is also a HF bandwidth 

control marked o-ro (Sharp to Broad) and an 

extra knob allowing you to cut at 5 kHz, ro 

kHz and 20 kHz while you're boosting at one 

goes to EQ, to the right of that, etc. 

TRY THIS 
For super-clean gain, 
start with the output 
gain cranked all the 
way right and bring 
up the input gain as 
needed. To feel some 
more of the warmth 
that nonlinear tube 
distortion can offer, 
start the output gain 
at about 10 o'clock 

and bring up the input 
gain past that position 
to 2 or 3 o'clock. At 
this point, forget the 
position and use your 
ears to guide you and 
fine-tune the amount 
of "dirt" in the signal 
by grabbing both in-
put and output knobs 
and moving them left 
and right until you 
have the sound you 

desire. 

76 MD( 1.,N1 ANY 2 I! I mixonline.com 
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of the other to frequencies. There are a on bass, a boost of ioo Hz and then again 

lot of possibilities here, but 1 found myself at 5 or 6 kHz brought out the big bottom 

drifting back to a couple of key boosts that and definition in the higher range of the 

ended up making the track. For instance, instrument beautifully. 
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The compressor is as beautiful-sound-

ing as it is simple. It offers six time con-

stants from slow to fast and is turned on 

via the sidechain HPF knob, which can be 

set to Comp Out, 250, 90 or Off, which 

means the compressor is on but there is no 

sidechain filter in play. 1 really liked how 

the sidechain HPF kept the compressor 

from choking down on the fundamental of 

a kick drum while grabbing the transient 

of the beater hit and putting it right in my 

face. Next, there's a separate three-posi-

tion subsonic filter switch that can be set 

to Off, 40 Hz or 90 Hz. This takes rumble 

out of play on any recording. There's also 
a push/pull feature on the input knob that 

cuts down the gain and is described in the 

manual as a way to add interesting effects 

during instrument recording. I tried it a 

few times and it did cut the gain, but 1 

always preferred the results I got with the 

knob "in" and off. 

MUSICAL GENIUS 

Being a longtime guitar player, 1 couldn't 

help plugging my 1968 Gibson 1.5 into the 

front of the Retro and then out the instru-

ment level TS port to a Fender Pro Re-

verb amp. This is where the EQ shined. It 

brought out the beauty of the low end at 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: Retro Instruments 

PRODUCT: Powerstrip 

WEBSITE: retroinstruments.com 

PRICE: 53,595 

PROS: Lots of dean gain. Great-sounding 

preamp, EQ and compressor. Rock- solid con-

struction. 

CONS: EQ may not be versatile enough if surgi-

cal EQ is needed Layout of knobs takes some 

getting used to 
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the tooHz setting and a variety of great 

tones when 1 set the boost to z o'clock and 

switched through the 4, 5, 6 and 8kHz HF 

bands. The broad bandwidth setting is very 

broad, and you can use this with the band-

width to park the midrange frequencies 

and highs just where you want them at the 

ends of the boosted HFs. 
I next used the Retro to power a 

Sennheiser e 6o2 microphone outside 

a kick drum. After setting the gain, I 

switched in the EQ, set the low frequen-

cy to 6o Hz and brought up the boost. 

The bottom end bloomed immediately and 

sounded great. Then I wanted to add more 

beater "pop," so I set the high frequency 

to 3 kHz and brought up the boost until 

the balance between the boom and pop 

was perfect. 1 switched in the compressor 

at a medium time constant and started 
playing with the sidechain filter. Just as 

1 expected, as I cut more low end to the 

sidechain, the compressor left the bottom 

alone, letting it peek through while grab-

bing the frequencies above. This gave me a 

nice, full bottom end that wasn't crushed 

while the compressor grabbed the attack 

of the beater, making it more uniform and 

sitting it perfectly in the track. 

1 also used the Retro to record hand 

percussion through an sE Electronics 

Voodoo VIII microphone. The unit had 

plenty of gain to power this passive mic 

and sounded great in this application. 

The compressor's versatile controls let me 

tame the transient hits of a cowbell, giv-

ing me the ability to quickly audition the 

effect the squasher had on the signal in 

the mix as I switched through the settings 

from slow to fast. On other recordings 

of moderate to low-level acoustic guitar 

parts, I had the new AEA KU4 ribbon mic 

from Wes Dooley during my time with 

the Retro. Being a passive ribbon with a 

big engine, it needs a lot of gain, and 1 

was pleasantly surprised that where other 

preamps needed to be at their limits, the 

Retro had a lot of clean gain to give with 

plenty left—also remarkable for a tube 

unit. Using the combination of the KU4 

and Retro to record acoustic guitar was a 
thing of beauty. 1 used no compression in 

this case and added just a bit of sweetness 

at 8 kHz with the EQ and notched out the 

very bottom end with the subsonic filter 

set to 90 Hz. Perfect. 

BACK TO THE BEAUTIFUL 

The Retro Powerstrip brings the best of 

what a new/vintage tube preamp, passive 

tube EQ and tube compressor has to offer— 

all in one box. It repeatedly brought a smile 

to my face as I ranged through the many 

features and tried different combinations. It 

has oodles of clean power, more than you'll 

need, even when powering a passive ribbon 

mic. And it's clean; there's no nasty hiss 
when you get to the top of the usable range. 

While the EQ is not precise like a paramet-

ric, it has tons of personality and sounds very 

musical on bass, kick drum, vocals, guitars 

and more. Think of it as a broad-stroke tone-
shaping tool and you'll get it. Even though the 

compressor seems very simple, it honestly has 

all of the control you'll need to tame peaks 

and make an uneven performance work like 

glue in the track. Its most usable feature is the 

sidechain frequency control, which feeds the 

compressor and avoids pumping. I was able 

to easily tailor how much crush I was getting 

with this feature and it's far more useful than 

a dedicated threshold control. 

The instrument level output is a bril-

liant addition and begs you to feed a 

guitar and bass amp with a Powerstrip 

as the front end. All those cool tube toys 

beats any stompbox or freeze-dried plug-in 

combo—hands down. 
If you're looking for that one sweet 

piece of gear that brings your front end 

to the next level, the Powerstrip may just 

be the ticket. Its unique feature set, solid 

build and great sounds makes it an instant 

classic. 

is is technical editor. 
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SLATE DIGITAL VIRTUAL CONSOLE COLLECTION 
Digital Simulations of Classic Consoles for Your DAW 
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he Slate Digital Virtual Console Collection plug-

ins model the sonically pleasing harmonic distor-

tion, noise and saturation effects of overdriving 

the transistorized channel and mix bus amplifier 

circuits used in four of the most highly prized vintage English 

and American analog recording consoles ever made. The four 

consoles' channel and mix bus topologies modeled are iden-

Drive control 

characteristics 

level. 

Without using any DAW bus resources, it 

is possible to group any number of channel 

instances together using any of eight inter-

nal groups. You can use the same console 

tified referentially in the plug-in GUIs as 
Brit N Discrete, Brit 4k, US A Discrete and 

by the Greek "trident" symbol. 

Available as VST/AU/RTAS/native 

plug-ins for PCs and Macs, the Virtual 

Console Collection comprises two prod-

ucts: Virtual Channel processes individual 

mono or stereo tracks in your DAW mixer 

as if the audio passed through the chan-

nel strips of one of those four consoles; 
and the Virtual Mixbuss plug-in mimics 

the coloration of those consoles' stereo 

summing buses. 

VIRTUAL CHANNEL 
fi 

Virtual Channel has a 

compact and simple 

GUI with three con-

trols beneath its VU 

meter. The Console ro-

tary switch selects any 

of the four consoles' 

channel strips; the In-

put control sets the 
throughput gain of the 

selected channel—just 
like cranking up a real 

channel's line input 
gain to boost level and 

nonlinearity operation 

(i.e., saturation, com-

pression, noise and 

distortion); and finally the 

decreases/increases those 

without increasing output 

TRY THIS 
Revisit a popular recording 
method by using Virtual 

Console Collection's differ-
ent console models for the 
various steps toward craft-
ing your music mix. Years 
ago, because of a particular 

console choice and/or 
tracking room size, certain 
studios gained popularity 
for recording drums while 
other places sounded great 
for electric guitar tracking; 

subsequently, you might seek 
out a third studio for strings, 
brass and vocal overdubs. 
Try VCC's Brit N Discrete or 
US A Discrete console for 
all your drum tracks and 
then go with my favorite, 
the well-modeled "trident" 
mode, for the way it com-

presses and hardens up rock 
guitar tracks automatically. 
The SSL 4000 console was 
always good for large vo-
cal stacks—it makes them 

more concise and compact. 
I found VCC's Brit 4K model 

works well for that. 



model on all your PAW channels or build a 

hybrid mixer—mix 'n' match them using com-

binations of the four consoles' channel strips. 

By designating any Virtual Channel as 

group master, it asserts global control over 

all other Virtual Channels assigned to its 

group. All knob settings, including automated 

changes (but not the Bypass button), are rep-

licated on all group members, with grouped 

Virtual Channels' controls becoming grayed 

out and disabled. With the exception of the 

Console selector, Control + Click any indi-

vidual control on any Channel and return it to 
local control. 

Turning on a Channel's group toggle switch 

expands the GUI horizontally into Group view 

to reveal the group's Console, Input and Drive 

controls; I through 8 group Channel assign (green) 

and display (red) buttons—you can edit any group 

and rename it from any Virtual Channel; group 

bypass button for turning off processing on the 

group; a track list of all channels in a group; and 

the plug-in's Settings or Preferences window. 

MIX IT UP 

For stereo mix bus processing, the Mixbuss 

plug-in has just two controls. The Console 

selector chooses which of the four modeled-

console stereo mix buses is to be used, and the 

Drive control increases/decreases the color-

ation of the amplifiers and summing networks 

used in those consoles. There is a stereo VU 

meter, Group on/off and the same Group View 

facilities as the Virtual Channel plug-in. 

Mixbuss comes alive when used as a group 

master for the entire DAW mixer. If a Channel 

instance is on every track, it is possible to 

audition your entire mix through any of the 

four consoles and set the amount of coloration 

globally using only the Mixbuss' Drive control. 

Both Virtual Channel and Mixbuss have sets 

of slide-out drawer menus for setting operational 

preferences. They let you calibrate the operating 

levels of the individual groups and all four con-

soles (i.e., run one console hotter than others), 

switch on/off console hiss during periods of no 

audio, set VU meter ballistics, LED clip thresh-

old and sensitivity, plug-in display behavior and 

more. For more realistic modeling (which uses 

more CPU), there are choices of none (default), 

ax, 4x or 8x over-sampling for real-time and 
offline rendering. 
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Tin 
console stereo mix buses that can be further 
adjusted with the Drive control. 

VCC IN THE MIX 

I installed VCC Version 1.3.5 into my Mac 

Westmere 8-core with OS 10.6.7 and Pro Tools 

9.0.3 HDI3 Accel installed; it requires an iLok2 

dongle for authorization. 

My first test was for an already finished mix 
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that I was looking to hear as if it were mixed 

through an old Neve 8o68 console. I opened 

a Virtual Channel on track i's insert slot 1, 

set it to Brit N Discrete, selected Group i, set 

Log onOKOBA 
To the Dream of Media 

ufi 

SEOUL 

the Drive and input controls 

to 2 o'clock, and saved it as a 

preset. 

Next I used the Option + 

Control shortcut while insert-

ing another Virtual Channel 

into track 2, causing it to 

populate the remaining tracks' 

slot across the entire mixer. 

1 liked that 'CC automati-

cally changes from a mono 

to a stereo instance whenever 

required. 

I systematically recalled 

the saved preset for each 

instance and renamed it, copy-

ing the track's name in which 

it was inserted. Otherwise, 

the tracks will show up in 

the Group View Track List as 

Track 1, Track 2, etc. In Pro 

Tools 9, there is no automatic way or shortcut 

for doing this. 

I then inserted Mixbuss on the stereo aux 

fader. I sometimes place a stereo limiter here 
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because it feeds the mix to a stereo audio track. 

I set it to the same console as all the channels 

and designated it to be Group Master. 

For this 6o-track mix, including effect 

returns, I got 6o mono and stereo instances 

of Virtual Channel running along with 43 

other RTAS and TDM plugs (big reverbs, 

Melodyne, Slate's FG-X, etc.). I also used 

Mixbuss instances on three backing vocals' 

stereo submasters. With no over-sampling 

engaged, I got very stable operation and 

playback with CPU (RTAS) spikes to about 48 

percent. 

COMPANY: Slate Digital 

PRODUCT: Virtual Console Collection 

WEB: slatedigital.com 

PRICE: 5399 

PROS: Amazing mixing tool. 

CONS: A little complicated until you grasp the 

whole idea. 
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Because I dedicated the first slot across the 

entire mixer to Virtual Channel instances, 1 

could bypass all of them, including the Mixbuss, 

by selecting Option + Command + Click on any 

plug-in instance. This is the most dramatic way 

to hear the overall effect of VCC. And dramatic it 
is—even with fairly conservative settings! 

My mix now has more apparent loudness and 
sounds fatter, thicker and more glued togeth-

er without doing much of anything. I did go 

through and re-adjust levels on a few tracks using 

the Control + Click shortcut, and lower either 

the Input or Drive levels because some of the 

plug-ins after VCC occasionally overloaded—an 

effort well worth the extra punch tha tyou'll get. 

AU of the controls on both Virtual Channel 

and Mixbuss are automatable, and I some-

times automated the Drive control and copied 

the data to all group master instances. This 

worked well when 1 wanted song choruses to 

"bloom" in harmonic thickness—they already 
increased in level and in stereo width, but still 

were not truly special until I did this little 
trick. 

START WITH VCC 

The best way to use VCC is to start a mix vt, ith 

Virtual Channels already in every first slot of 
the DAW mixer. Building the mix went bet-

ter, and 1 found it easier to stabilize the tracks 

into a more cohesive whole. In general, har-

monic distortion and character becomes pro-
nounced on full-level sources when a Virtual 

Channel's Input and/or Drive controls are ad-

vanced above 12 o'clock. 

I also had good luck building a mix in ste-

reo stems with each stem submaster processed 

by a different console model. 1 used the But N 

Discrete for a drum 'n' bass stem, Brit 4k for 
the vocal stems, US A Discrete for keyboards 

and the "trident" mode for guitars. 

On my drum 'n' bass stem, I had the bass 

amp track as group master with nput set to 

1.3 dB and Drive at 2.3 dB. (A small pop-up 

window indicates these values.) On this stem, 

the Brit N Discrete was the most "color-

fully distorted," with USA A Discrete a close 

second. Brit 4K sounded the cleanest, with 

the "trident" model somewhere in between. 
Results vary and greatly depend on the pro-

gram source and recorded level. 

I liked running this drum 'n' bass stem hard 
with the bass guitar amp track as group master. 

But there were places where the recorded bass 

amp track "blows up," and the VCC process made 

it worse, so I automated the bass amp track's 

Virtual Channel Bypass button for only those 

moments. This solved that issue without losing 

level, and thankfully it didn't affect the rest of 

the channels in its group. Later, 1 chose another 

track in this group as master, yet the bass track 

retained the Bypass button automation informa-

tion—what a good thing! 

Slate Digital's Virtual Console Collection 

Tr 

SS 
IN 

IN 

is an amazing idea for a DAW plug-in. When 

used on all tracks or groups of tracks in your 

mix, it adds an indescribable richness and 

earthiness to the overall sound similar to a 

badly abused and overdriven vintage recording 

console. I love it! 

Barry Rudolph is an L.A.-based recording engi-

neer. Visit him at harryrudolph.com. 
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By Michael Cooper 

Tech ii reviews 

THE SOUND GUY SPECTRAL MACHINE 
Numerous Frequency-Domain Effects in One Plug-In 

N
ew from The Sound Guy is a potpourri of ef-
fects—wrapped up in one plug-in—that use 

Fast Fourier Transform to massage and mangle 

audio. Flanging, multiband tremolo, equaliza-

tion and pitch shifting are just the beginning. Other proces-

sors virtually transform vocals into keyboard instruments or 

robots to startling effect. But the biggest eyebrow-raiser is 

Spectral Machine's list price: only $49.95. 

Spectral Machine supports AU and VST formats. I reviewed 
Version 1.0.2a of the AU plug-in in MOTU Digital Performer 

7.21 using an 8-core Mac Pro running OS io.6.8. 

BEHIND THE WHEEL 
Navigating Spectral Machine's user interface is an easy ride. 

Mouse-click on the GU1's General Purpose box, and a list of 
seven polyphonic effects (those capable of processing chords) 

appears in a browser-like effects menu on the left side of the 

GUI. (See Fig. 1.) Click on the Monophonic box instead, and 

the menu lists eight effects that only work with monophonic 

sources (such as a solo voice or an instrument playing a mel-

ody). Select an effect from the menu by clicking on it, and 

its exclusive control set appears in the center section of the 

GUI; most of the effects offer very few controls (see Fig. 2). A 

helpful read-only text field describes the selected effect and 

what its controls do. A clip indicator and separate sliders for 

adjusting wet/dry balance and output level are always avail-

able on the right side of the GUI. 

The Delay Spectral Bands and 3 AM effects each split the 
audio into three bands; you can adjust the two crossover fre-

quencies for each effect. In Delay Spectral Bands, you can apply 

separate delay times (up to io seconds!) and feedback to each 

band. 3 AM provides separate depth and rate controls for an 

LFO controlling each band, creating a multiband tremolo effect. 
Spectral Freeze is a 2-band, sample-and-hold effect with 

adjustable crossover frequency. Click on the Fire button, and 

the effect samples and plays back a very short slice of the 

input audio. The audio then decays independently in each 
band at the rates you set using two sliders. Clicking the Reset 

button resumes normal play-through of the input signal. The 
Sample and Hold effect is similar to Spectral Freeze but is 
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general-purpose effects 

wideband, and it automatically and repeat-

edly resamples the input audio at a time 

interval that you specify in milliseconds. 

Two of the General Purpose effects are 

simple equalizers. 3-Band Filter is a 3-band 

graphic equalizer with adjustable crossovers 

and gain controls for each band. Spectral 

Peak/Notch is a single-band parametric 
equalizer capable of producing both bell 

curves and notch filters. Yet another effect, 

Oscillating Peak/Notch, lets you modulate 

the center frequency of a parametric filter 

with an LFO; depth and rate controls are 

provided for the oscillator. 

MONOPHONIC EFFECTS 

Pitch Shift is a single-voice effect that does 

just what its name implies, purportedly pre-

serving formants in the process. If you need 
two pitch- shifted voices, select the Harmo-

nize effect; each voice has controls for ad-

TRY THIS 
To create a multiband 

tremolo effect, select 3 AM 
in Spectral Machine's ef-

fects menu and set the wet/ 
dry slider to 1.00 ( 100-per-
cent wet output). Boost the 
MiDepth slider until you 

clearly hear the amplitude 
modulating. Adjust the 

MiRate control to sync the 

pulse of the tremolo to the 
beat of your music produc-
tion by ear. Set the other 
two rate controls to a mul-
tiple or fractional value of 
the MiRate control. Adjust 
the two cut-off controls to 
set the crossovers between 
the three bands to taste. 

Tweak the three depth slid-
ers to fine-tune the inten-
sity of the tremolo effect in 

each hand. 

MIX .\ 2 ( 1 I 2 I mixonline.com 
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justing its pitch- shift amount, gain 

and delay. The Spectral Shapeshifter 

effect shifts only formants and not 

pitch. 

Pitch Quantizer is a chromatic 

pitch-correction effect with a twist: 

The setting for its correction control 

determines the maximum extent to 

which a note is allowed to move to 

the nearest semitone. The speed of 

correction is dictated by the rate 

slider's setting. Robotization is 

another pitch-shifting effect and it's 

a brute: It changes any pitch to a 

single fixed frequency of your choos-

ing, no matter how far-flung it is 

from the source's fundamental pitch. 

The Pitch Isolate effect strips 

transients and integral noise (such as the 

breath noise on a flute track) from audio, 
leaving only the tonal (sinusoidal) compo-

nent. Sine/Noise provides two sliders for 

adjusting the respective levels of transients 

and noise (together as one component) and 

the tonal component. With the Vibrato effect, 

only the pitch of the sinusoidal component of 

the audio input is modulated; separate rate 

and depth controls are provided for the LFO. 

Fig. 2. .11(in.t• of Siwritill % fill effv( olfe'l (1 b't, 

IN THE STUDIO 

Delay Spectral Bands created very interesting, 
if unnatural-sounding, multiband echoes. I 

could delay a vocal track's high, midrange and 

low bands by different amounts and blend 

the processed signal with the dry vocal. This 

took awhile to set up properly as there was no 

way to sync delay times to Digital Performer's 
tempo. And while I could set any band's delay 

time to o ms (no delay), I couldn't bypass or 

independently lower the gain for its output. 

The result amounted to an arbitrary equaliza-

tion of the dry signal at the plug-in's output. 

I also wish that the wet signal had highpasç 

and lowpass filters at its disposal so that the) 

could be used to siphon rumble out of the 

low-band delay and make the high-band delay 

sound more natural. (Highs become progres-

sively dampened in a natural acoustic envi-
ronment as echo times increase.) 

On tracks for vocals and electric gui-

tar alike, Spectral Freeze's too-percent wet 

output created interesting—often bizarre-

sounding—drone effects that could be useful 

to sound designers working on a sci-fi 01 

horror flick. The Sample and Hold effect's 

wet output made a vocal track sound like a 

dynamically filtered keyboard, evoking elec-

tronica and dance productions. The inability 

to sync to Digital Performer's tempo made it 

virtually impossible for me to lock the gener-

ated notes to my other tracks for more than 

a bar or two. 

I could create outstanding mill-

tiband tremolo effects on a synth 

pad using 3 AM, my favorite offer-

ing in Spectral Machine's arse-

nal. I only wish the LFO rates for 

each band could be synched to my 

DAW's tempo for faster setup and 

accuracy. I could also create some 

good flange effects on electric gui-

tar tracks using Oscillating Peak/ 

Notch. 

3-Band Filter and Spectral Peak/ 

Notch were unremarkable equal-

izers, both in their capabilities and 

sound quality. Digital Performer's 

Masterworks EQ provided far 

greater flexibility and features. 

Pitch Shift and Harmonize 

were both of limited use. Using either effect, 

I couldn't pitch a female vocal up even one 

semitone without hearing gargly artifacts. 

Pitching down produced fewer pitch arti-

facts and preserved formants quite well as 

long as I shifted the pitch no more than two 

semitones. Although both effects can be used 

to generate background harmonies (one har-

MPA685 MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

Includes Full Direct Box and Re-Amping Capability 

Variable Input Impedance for Shaping Tones • Transformer Coupled Discrete JFET Amps & High 

Current Output Buffer Provide Ultra- Linear Phase, Extended Frequency Response & Excellent Tran-

sient Response • Best Tonal Character and Consistent Sound for Any Setting • Wide Dynamic Range 

www.IngramenglneerIng.net Telephone 678-685-9838 



mony in Pitch Shift and two in Harmonize), 

they must necessarily be parallel; diatonic, or 

intelligent, harmonization isn't possible. 

Pitch Quantizer was, frankly, a train wreck. 

Used on a vocal track, even moderate pitch 

correction- 25-percent maximum correction 
toward the pitch target, at a very slow rate of 

change—produced a gargly and distorted sound. 

Equally disappointing was Sine/Noise: Lowering 

the Noise Gain slider even just a couple dB 

(to reduce breath noise) made the vocal sound 
thin, scratchy and distorted. And no amount 

of formant shifting, however mild, could pre-
vent Spectral Shapeshifter from distorting a 

vocal track horribly. The wet output for Spectral 

Machine's Vibrato effect was also terribly dis-

torted, making it unusable. 
Pitch Isolate made a vocal sound like a 

keyboard instrument with muffled highs, a 

potentially useful effect in music production. 

Robotization sounded like Auto-Tune's Cher 
effect in your worst nightmare, but 1 mean 

that as a compliment. It did such a great job 

hamstringing the pitch of a singer that she 

sounded like a computer-generated voice 

stuck on one pitch. The fidelity wasn't great. 

but it didn't matter. In fact, it made the etteLt 

more credible. 

Spectral Machine lacks any kind of frequency 

graph and spectrogram, an oddity and disap-

pointment considering its sole focus is frequen-

cy-domain effects. Master controls for multiband 

parameters would have made setup easier. Also 
missing are 1/0 meters, which would help hunt 

down the origination of unintended distortion. 

There are also no built-in facilities for naming, 
saving and loading presets; you'll need to use 

your DAW to accomplish those tasks. 

IN A NUTSHELL 

Spectral Machine offers several unusual ef-

fects that approach greatness for music pro-
duction and sound design, but others fall far 

short of professional benchmarks. Unfortu-

nately, the omission of sync- to-host capa-
bilities hampers the use of some of the best-

sounding effects-3 AM, Sample and Hold, 

and Delay Spectral Bands—for music produc-

tion. Sound designers will especially appreci-

ate Spectral Freeze and, to a lesser degree be-

cause it's a one-trick pony, Robotization. 

Considering that Spectral Machine costs 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: The Sound Guy 

PRODUCT: Spectral Machine 

WEBSITE: sfxmachine.com 

PRICE: 49.95 

PROS: Wide variety of frequency-domain ef-

fects for music production and sound design. 
Very inexpensive. 

CONS: Several effects produce undesirable ar-

tifacts. Can't sync delay and sample-hold times 

or [FO rates to host DAW. No band bypasses. No 

master controls for multiband parameters. No 

frequency graph or spectrogram. No I/O meters 

No HPF or LPF. Can't do diatonic harmonization. 

No built-in presets menu. 

only $49.95, you should contemplate giving it 
a try. The Sound Guy offers a 6o-day, uncon-

ditional money-back guarantee. 

Mix contributing editor Michael Cooper 

(myspace.com/michaelcooperrecording) is a 

mix and mastering engineer based in Oregon. 

Choose Your Flavor. 
And we'll deliver the sound, pure and clean. 
The new HH transmitter from Lectrosonics delivers the sound of 
your favorite capsules, without companding artifacts and distortion, 
using our award-winning Digital Hybrid Wireless® technology. From 
top to bottom, the legendary Lectrosonics quality abounds - from 
the dropout-free performance to the all-metal case and the intuitive 
interface. Not only that, but you'll love the slim, elegant design. 

Choose Lectrosonics and raise your wireless standards. 

Check out the HH transmitter at NAMM, booth 6329. 

LECTROSONICS 
‘44111111are Made in the USA by a Bunch of Fanatics 

• Accepts industry standard 
thread-on capsules* 

• Selectable RF Power 

• MuterTalkback button 

• Innovative antenna design 

• Digital Hybrid Wireless® 

• Made in the USA 

'Some capsules require a 3rd party adapter 
The capsule likenesses, brands and product 
names pictured here are properties of their re-
spective companies and copyright holders and 
have no direct relationship with Lectrosonics. 

Visit www.lectrosonics.com 
in the US, call 800-821-1121 

In Canada, call 877-753-2876 



Videogames 
from page 

With a fiendishly short 75-day window to 

work within, Mellroth turned to Pyramind 

and charged Lipson with being both the 

producer and lead composer. To meet 
the tight timeline to complete the mam-

moth task of creating the music for Kinect 

Disneyland Adventures (KDA for short), 
I .ipson assembled a team of five additional 

WillpUbt:1 J. There as SOUK: overlap w ith 

the Halo team, including Lipson, Wataru 

Hokoyama and Lennie Moore contribut-
ing various pieces, along with established 

game composers Laura Karpman, Peter 

McConnell and Mark Griskey. Lipson care-

fully matched each composer's talents (and 

preferences) to the myriad styles required— 

after all, this music spans the entire history 

of Disney films (and theme park attractions), 

from the late 193os to the present, and styles 

ranging from lush orchestral pieces of the 

first "Golden Age" to modem pop nuggets by Alan 

Menken, Randy Newman and others, as well as 

sometimes whimsical diversions into bluegrass and 
various ethnic music styles for specific rides. 

"Everyone had to be able to compose idiomatical-

ly," Lipson comments. "When you're touching some 
of these franchises that have been around for years, 

for decades even, everybody's looking and you have 

to get it right. But that's the trust we had from Disney 

and Microsoft. And that's why 1 called the people I 

did. They understand the idiom, and 1 knew I could 

trust them to do this without over-coloring it." 

The orchestral sessions for KDA at Skywalker in 

mid- to late August and the beginning of September 

2011 were longer and more involved than the ones 

for Halo Anniversary, including 12 three-hour ses-

sions with a 79-piece orchestra, and others with 

what Jones calls "the B-band-27 players, just strings 

and woodwinds." Rather than recording strings and 

woodwinds and brass separately as they had on 

Halo, Jones says, "On KDA, everybody was playing 

at the same time, including the percussion, so the 

only things you could separate from that were if the 

strings doubled, or if the percussion had extra parts 
they overdubbed, or any of the pre-layed percussion 
the composers came with. 

"For some of it that had that '5os-style orches-
tration, we were looking for an older sort of sound 

rather than something that's very pristine and hi-fi," 

Jones continues. "For KDA, we ended up using C-12s 

for the strings and ribbon mics for the brass-1 use 

Chanticleer and the Pyramind studios team. Front row, from left: Lennie Moore, Cortez Mitchell, Adam 11 al J. 
Brian Hinman, Gregory Peebles, Paul Lipson, Kristofor Mellroth, lace Wittig, Peter Steinbach, Michael Axtell, 
Eric Alatorre, Back row, from left: Matthew Oltman, Matthew Curtis, Ben Iones, Steve Heithecker, Michael Mc-
Neil, Casey Breves, Alan Reinhardt, Michael Roache 

Wes Dooley mies, 1 use Royers, 1 use Coles—because 

we wanted a sound that was full, but not terribly 

ambient and not too dry." 

The different composers would be on hand for 

the days on which their pieces were recorded—on 

the day 1 visited, Laura Karpman was in the control 

room at Skywalker, standing to Jones' left, carefully 
following the score as the orchestra—with Wataru 

Hokayama conducting—went through its paces. 

Occasionally she would communicate a minute 

change to an arrangement through the conduc-

tor, and there were also instances where musicians 

would ask questions about a specific note or rest. 

Lipson was at Jones' right at the Neve, also examin-

ing the score and listening for problems. During the 

hours I was there, few anomalies showed up—the 

Skywalker Symphony moved from piece to piece 

with remarkable precision and alacrity. You could 

almost feel the euphoria of Disney Magic in the 
control room. 

"All these scores hit the stage the day we were 
recording them," says Gordon, who was also on 

hand that day at Skywalker. "Wataru was sight-

reading all the conducting as it went down the 

whole way through, just as the orchestra was sight-

reading it. It was so impressive." 

INTERACTIVITY 

After the orchestral recording for KDA was complet-

ed, Pyramind once again became the site of some 

smaller sessions for other parts of the score, includ-

ing a bluegrass group that had to be mixed into the 

orchestral base of the Big Thunder Mountain Rail-

road section. Even more challenging was the Disney 

Soundsational Parade. 

"For that one," Lipson says, "I had to take a 

bunch of beloved Disney melodies—'Under the 

Sea' and some of those beautiful Menken melodies, 

along with Peter Pan, Mickey Mouse and others— 

and arrange them for brass and also make it interac-

tive, because in that part of the game, [the player] 

conducts the music, and how it sounds depends on 

how well it's being conducted. So when we were 

recording, I had to say something to the musicians 

I've never said before on a project, which was, 'Give 

me your worst!' Because 1 had to track the success 

of you conducting well and also you not doing well. 

The result is astounding. It will move out of bad 

playing and good playing depending on how you're 

doing. It's hilarious." 

Jones mixed the large "A-band" orchestral ses-

sions on the Neve 88R at Skywalker and then the 

smaller "B-band" cues (the 27-piece group) went 

into the game directly from the 2-track mixes 

she made at the time she recorded them. Gordon 
mastered the entire score, which was the single 

largest either Pyramind or Skywalker had ever 
worked on. 

"More than just about any game 1 know, the 

score is front and center [in KDA]," Lipson says. 

"The music drives the game audio. ln every single 

attraction, the music is important." 
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Marketplace 
BETTER SOUND 
THROUGH RESEARCH 

Official microphone 

of Gary U.S. Bonds 

Check out Peluso & 
other gear in action! 

Over 1000 VIDEO 

SOUND CLIPS on our 
websites! 

Peluso mics 
and much more available from your pro audio experts: 

BEST GEAR BEST PRICES BEST ADVICE 

www.soundpure.com / salesesoundpure.corn 
call toll free 888.528.9703 

Li •7>. Ltywer 1,1111 pro ToolsiHD 
Char ter Oak 

AUDIO 
SPLENDOR 

EASY 

Remastering Software 

Patented high frequency reverberation, shelf and 

peaking tone controls, NO SCREECH dynamic EQ, 
Burwen Recorder-Player, Windows Media Player plug-in, 
DirectX plug-in for editors, 1-8 in to 1-7.1 out, high speed 
file converters, automatic system recall by playing track. 

www.burwenaudio.com 

"The G5790 is rock solid 
as advertised. Placement 
is a breeze and a 
welcome change." 
- Mix Magazine 

"Acoustics 
Qualit Treatments 
at A ordable Prices 

"The GIK Monster was the perfect trap to reduce 
a resonance that I detected in Studio B." 

• 0861i .4à. 
e 1 .et•-e• 
• 
. " Bringing your sound to life!" 

Bob Katz - Mastering Engineer 

1.888.986.2789 • www.gikacoustics.com 
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 Marketplace 

WHAT HAPPENS 
IN YOUR VOCALBOOTH 
STAYS IN YOUR VOCALBOOTH 

Professional Portable Performance 
Standard and custom àizes up to 16 X 16' 

Virel 

VOCALEIDOTH.conn 
HEAR THE DIFFERENC 

www.vocalbooth.com I 866-330-6045 

5 

Rerk Ai! e ()' 

Now accepting applications 
for a full-time faculty 
position in Music Production 
and Engineering 

MTh a nine-month, renewable-contrart-beginning  
September 1, 2012, this faculty member will be responsible 

-s-en for teaching courses with a particular emphasis on modern 7 
'‘ r production paradigms, including DAW and related software, 

MIDI sequencing, beat making, and remixing, in addition 
to multi-track recording and mixing techniques. Full 
description with qualification guidelines can be found at 
berklee.eduijobsidetail/1609 
s• 

Berklee 
college of 

music 
tot 
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MERCURY RECORDING EQUIPMENT CO 
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NEW! MERCURY GPQ15s 

Mercury Grand PreQ15s Studio Channel - Discrete, Mono, Studio Microphone Amplifier with 
3 Band Equalizer and High & Low Pass Filters. "The New, Alternative British Classic Studio Channel." 

The Vintech X73i! 
"I used five X73i's and one X81 to record all of 
Carlos Santana's guitar tracks for both the 

'Shaman' and 'All that I am' albums." Jim Gaines 
Engineer for Carlos Santana, Stevie Ray Vaughn 

The Vintech X73 
"I use the X73 for recording Patti Scialfa and 

Bruce Springsteen in their home studio." Toby 

Scott, Engineer for Bruce Springsteen 

mixOnline.com :\ I À I. \I I N 91 
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sopear 

When it comes out of the box it's nice to know if it hit ODbfs, don't let your mix flatline. 

(J) 

The VU meter packages that work with the digital world. 

Knowing when the peaks happen can save a mix. Vleman Adjustable peak indicators 
eudio Aligned for + 18db = ODbfs. 

www.colemanaudio.com (516) 334-7109 coleyticolemanaudio.com 

Come see the flaming meters at the NAMM show Booth #6897 

mud 

SKEIVIAIE.MM 
• Discount Pro-Audio • 

4i* SVIEETWAVEAUD10.13Diti 
1-877-258-0563 

Your favorite products. Your nest price. 
AKG, Audix, ,d)eur udio-Technica, Avalon, 
Eetrele emormelworks, 
0V; le e à-Voice, Focusrite, Furman, GelltheeraG1%. 
Heil, , K&M, Lexicon, Lab.gruppen, 4s/1- udio, 

1%/1a4 ,.% Presonus, Forimacoustic,flodicif:E eering, 
Rage, Tannoy, TaScan-r, UltirTi 

...ançi MANY MORE 
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• , 
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- Doug Musejo 
• 

(650) 238-0298 . 
• 

dausejo@nbmedia.Com 
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MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer for your product or service. The classified 

pages of MIX supply our readers with a valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely: mail-order consumers 

have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well as various state laws. MIX shall not be liable 

for the contents of advertisements. For complete information on prices and deadlines call Doug Ausejo 1650) 238-0298. 
Classifieds 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 

and7 liminate Noise" 

Acoustics First / 

E 
Materials to Control Sound 

888-765-2900 

www.acousticsfirst.com .. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

"essential compression..." 

ark 4114 

THE NEW LIMINATOR COMPRESSORS airfieldaudio.corn 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

NEVE r" 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech-audio.corn 

call toll tree: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

INSTRUCTION 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
* ONLINE BRAND NEW on ne pr Cr cal 

Ira rung in II Iii- R c M-

ing Join our su esstul w rk-
ing graduates or build your 

own studio. Care r guidance 
Diploma. Re istered Sch ol 

FREE INFO 

.tudigit 
.tmerica 

www.audioinstitute.com 

RECORDING SERVICES 

Modern GuitarTrax.com 
Custom Guitar Overdubs 

Recorded To Your Specifications 

Fast Turnaround 

All Styles 

blake@modernguitartrax.com 

Subscribe today! 

mymixmag.com 

NEW & VINTAGE MICS 

FROM RUSSIA 

TEL/FAX: 007-495-9115565 

E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-net.ru 

www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

FURNITURE 

custom furnitureeme 

IltieWhrat can we 
create 

for you? 

•IDIIIARGOSY. 
www.ArgosyConsole.com 

mixonline.com 

High-end acoustics for serious professionals 
REALTRAPS is the premier source 
for high performance acoustic 
treatment. Our products are used 
by many famous engineers and 
producers including Bob Katz, 
Barry Gibb, Charles Dye. Tony 
Maserati, Nile Rodgers, Bob 
Clearmountain Butch Vig. and 
others. Whether you're a seasoned 
pro, or a hobbyist who wants the 
very best room acoustics possible, 
REALTRAPS has your ideal solution. 

Please see our web site for a wealth of product information, demo videos, 
and amazingly clear explanations of acoustics and room treatment. 

Call Toll-Free: 866-732-5872 www.REAL TRAPS corn 

HELP WANTED 

HOW ARE YOUR 

SALES NUMBERS? 

Award-winning Sales & Marketing 

Exec Available for Hire 

Nationally or Regionally 

Delivering 20-plus years of excellence in 

Studio, Live Sound and CE product segments. 

Brand-builder with extensive domestic 

and international experience in complex 

technology sales and business development 

roles. Documented ability to deliver highly 

critical sales results within tight schedules 
and budgets. Proficient in driving top- line 

revenue, reducing costs, optimizing internal 

business processes and improving overall 

company performance. 

D. Dino Virella - 415.828.4503 
virellapro@qmaii.com 
www.viretiapro.com 

58 Nonotuck >1,Northampton, MA IHOe. 
Info: 14131 584-744 Fix: le 5y-2377 
ORDER; 800-5. - 174 

Silentcore Fabric Panels • 
Sound Barrier • Isolation Hangers 

Tube Traps • Primacoustic • 
WhisperWedgo • ProFoam • Cloarconic 

• Hushfosm • R.P.G. Diffusors • 

Sonex • Sound Quilt • More 

wwvv.silentsource.com 
infoOsilentsource.com 

• PRICED RISiHT• %MTV 

INC. 
WdsperRoom 

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Reducing Sound to a Whisper Since 1990' 

WhisperRoom, Inc. 
E  (423) 585-5827 • FAX: 423-585-5831 

WWW. whisperroom.com 
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Make your MOTU notebook studio as light as air 
Run DP7 on the new, advanced MacBook Air, add the USB-equipped 

UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid interface, and then customize your system with the latest 

notebook studio software and hardware technology. 

Digital Performer 7 
'Producer theme 

DP Control App 

for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch 

Apple MacBook Air 
Powerful enough to carry you through your recording sessions. With so little to actually carry. 

Both the 11- and 13-inch MacBook Air now feature the latest generation of Intel processors, the Core i5 and i7. With speeds up to 1.8GHz and faster 

memory, the new MacBook Air gains up to 2.5x the processing performance over the previous generation. Breeze through everything — recording, 

mastering, and all things in between — on a notebook that goes everywhere your creative muse takes you. With 100% flash, your computer starts 

up in almost no time and accesses data quickly. The bottom line? It's the fastest, lightest, and most compact MOTU notebook studio ever. 

MOTU UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid 
Compact USB audio I/O and mixer 
Thanks to MOTU's hybrid interface technology, 

the UltraLite-mk3 connects to any current Mac or PC via 

FireWire or hi-speed USB 2.0 — perfect for the MacBook Air! 

Connect your mic, guitar, keyboard, and digital input, 

and you are ready to make pro-quality recordings 

in your personal studio or to mix live inputs on stage. 
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Shure Beta 181 Stereo Set 
Ultra-compact side-address instrument mics 

Designed for discrete placement and control in live or studio environments, 

Beta 181 features interchangeable cardioid, supercardioid, omnidirectional and 

bidirectional capsule options for superior versatility. The small diaphragm design 

provides superior audio with consistent, textbook polar responses in a form 

factor small enough to get close to the source in the tightest conditions. 

High SPL handling, ultra smooth frequency response, and interchangeable polar 

patterns make this the perfect stereo mic pair for any technique in the book. 

Call Sweetwater to learn more about this exclusive bundle. 

Genelec 8040A 
Active bi-amplified studio monitor 

With performance comparable to much larger systems, but in a 

compact package, the bi-amplified Genelec 8040A is ideal for 

use in many MOTU studio situations where wide frequency 

response is needed but space is limited. Use the 8040A for 

nearfield monitoring in project/home studios, edit bays, broadcast 

and TV control rooms, and mobile production vehicles. 

Music Instruments & Pro Audio 

(800) 222-4700 
E, 
8 www.sweetwater.corn 

Value Added 
Reseller 
Prof,sional Audio 

Expert advice 
Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer today 

for expert, up-to-the-minute advice regarding 

every aspect of your MOTU all-in-one studio. 

No one knows MOTU better than Sweetwater! 



I'M A STUDIO JUNKIE 

A 
and it's almost done. The paint is dry, but 

I'm still playing with the acoustics, learning 

to trust how it sounds and even doing some 

mixes on a small laptop-based rig while 1 wait for a computer, 

balanced power units and interconnects. I'll have gear from 
Lynx, Radial Engineering, Dangerous Music, Monster, Fo-

cal, Retro Instruments, Lindell Audio, Millennia, Steinberg, 

Avid, and some "vintage" hardware 

reverbs from Lexicon and AKG. On 
the digital side, I'll have plug- ins 

from Universal Audio, SoundToys, 

Vienna Instruments and many 

more. It's going to be a hybrid ana-

log summing and in- the-box combo 

mix room, all run on a rackmount-

ed PC from Rain Computers that's 

more than 3o-percent faster (and 

way less- expensive) than anything 

currently offered by Apple. 

If you're an audio-head, it's easy 
to find studios attractive— even 

addictive. I first got interested 

in the '7os after I moved to L.A. 

with the intention of being a ses-

sion guitar player. At the time, my 

high-school buddy, engineer Dave 
Rideau, was working on a construction crew building two 

new studios for Westlake Audio on Beverly Boulevard. 1 occa-

sionally got to hang out after hours as the rooms went up; 1 

became enamored with the process. All the strange angles, 

isolated floors and walls, diffusers, double glass and more 

made me feel like this was going to be something special. It 

was fun being around the space, even without any gear inside. 

Later, I found myself on a construction crew helping 

Eduardo Fayad, a former Westlake employee, build his studio 

on Ventura Boulevard, and a few years later another in North 

Hollywood. The NoHo space is the room that eventually 

enticed me to give up playing the guitar so I could work full-

time as an assistant engineer, where 1 stayed for six years. In 

fter 3o - plus years in the busi-

ness, I've caught the studio bug 

again. l've been building a small 

mix room for four months now 

How much gear can I fit into a small 

space without it looking cluttered? 

How can I neatly run cables in a 

room where I can't cut into the 

floor? Can I save money and still 

have great audio and a pro look? 

Some of the answers surprised me; 

in some cases, I found solutions in 

unusual places. 

the '9os, I helped Kenny G build his home studio in 90210, 
then ended up leaving L.A. after the ' 94 quake, got into jour-

nalism and education, and here 1 am again, building another 

studio—this time for me. 
Working as lead audio consultant for the 2010 Esquire 

House studio in L.A. got my juices going, and it only took a 

year before I envisioned a small space of my own where I could 

critically listen, practice the craft 1 love and play with some 
of the great gear 1 get to review for Mix. I'm already partners 

in a tracking room built in a double-wide RV garage at the 
edge of the desert where I can cut guitars, drums, vocals and 

more, and the only complaints we 

get are from bobcats and javelinas. 

So this will be much smaller, which 

will keep the cost down. It's also 

in a suburban setting (with neigh-

bors) and not a big space, only 9)(12 

feet. It's a two-seat mix room at 

best, and I'm going to share every 

step along the way, weekly on my 

Mix TechTicker blog and also some 
added extras in this column where 

you'll learn from both my successes 

and failures. 
The budget is not huge, so I'm 

taking what 1 already know, mov-
ing in some new directions, getting 

help from a studio-savvy contrac-

tor, hiring an acoustician, having 

some things custom-built and put-

ting in some sweat equity—all while keeping the quality up 

and $$$ down. Some of the questions I've answered include: 

How much isolation can 1 achieve in an existing space? Is 
it possible to mount acoustic panels magnetically so 1 can 

move them around? Will it work if 1 light the entire space 

with LEDs? Will DC dimmers play havoc with my audio? How 

much gear can 1 fit into a small space without it looking clut-

tered? How can I neatly run cables in a room where 1 can't cut 

into the floor? Can 1 save money and still have great audio 

and a pro look? Some of the answers surprised me; in some 

cases, 1 found solutions in unusual places. So watch here and 

online as the process unfolds. I think you're gonna love it; I'm 

already hooked. 
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Motorized Faders 

Multi Tracker 

Summing Mixer 

DAW Interface 

DAW Controller 

Monitoring Router 

> Probably the best preamp and EQ circuits in our 40+ year history 

> 24 mic/line + 2 dual stereo inputs 

> 2 valve mic/line/instrument preamps 

> 6 auxes, 4 subgroups, main stereo + mono bus 

> 100mm motorized faders 

> Choice of analogue or Firewire/ADAT interface modules 

> Hands-on interfacing with DAWs 

For more information email or call: ALLEN HEATH 
info@allen-heath-usa.com I 800.431.2609 WORLD CLASS MIXING 



Introducing the 

iltePRE 
6x8 HYBRID FW • USB2 

FOUR MIC PREAMPS WITH MIXING 
COMPACT AUDIO INTERFACE FOR LIVE RECORDING 

Record with four studio-grade mic preamps and mix with hands-on control 
Only the 4pre gives you four flexible "combo" style mic 

inputs with preamps, combined with intuitive hands-on 

mixing, at such an affordable price. Hybrid FireWire/USB2 

connectivity to any Mac or PC means your investment 

• Compact size — fits easily in a 
backpack and next to your laptop. 

• Studio-grade audio — record with 

clean, transparent mic preamps and 
professional balanced connectors. 

• Four flexible mic inputs — mix 
and match mics, guitars, keys, etc. 

is future-proof. Advanced features include balanced 

connections, rock-solid DDS clocking, an instrument 

tuner, a full-featured oscilloscope, bullet-proof drivers, 

renowned reliability, and award-winning sound. 

• Two headphones — work with 
others, free from noise restrictions. 

• Hands-on mixing — use the 4pre 
as a monitor mixer while recording 
or as a live mixer, with no computer. 

• Simplicity by design — just plug 
in and go. No involved setup. 

• CueMix software — control four 
mixes with simple tabbed interface. 

• Tuner, oscilloscope and more — 
real-time FFT, spectrogram waterfall, 
X-Y phase analysis, and other tools. 

• Hybrid connectivity — connects to 
any Mac or PC with USB or FireWire. 

Learn more at motu.com/4pre 
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